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I. Lagrangian and Hamiltonia^Equations 

1. We begin the subject of Stability in Dynamics with the 

statement of some of the elementary principles of physics. We 
% 

assume that it is known what is meant by the velocity and accelera¬ 

tion of a particle moving in space, and that it is known that 

velocity and acceleration can be represented by vectors. We consider 

a set of mutually connected particles in motion.* It is agreed that 

the acceleration with which any one particle moves is the (vectorial) 

resultant of the acceleration with which it would move if perfectly 

free, and the accelerations directed along the lines joining it to 

the other particles which constrain its motion. Moreover, we admit 

that to the several particles A, B, C   numbers mA, mB, 

mg,  > can be assigned, such that the magnitude of the 

acceleration along A B due to the influence of B on A is to the 

magnitude of the acceleration along B A due to the influence of 

A on B in the ratio mB: ratios of these numbers being 

invariable physical constants. 

We could take some definite particle A as a standard, 

calling it a unit of mass, and then call the numbers "W"'/* > yvWt"Hi " 

the masses of the other particles. 

2. If an acceleration represented by a vector f is 

induced in a particle of mass m by any agency, the vector mf 

is called the force due to this cause acting on the particle. The 
* 

resultant of all the forces due to various agencies is called the 

total force acting on the particle. If X, 1 ^ ï are the components 

of the total force parallel to fixed rectangular axes acting on the 

* This discussion leading up to the equationof motion may 
be found in E, T. Whittaker's "Analytical Dynamics’, Cambridge Univ¬ 

ersity Press, 1904, Chapter II. We refer to this volume as "Whittaker 
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partlcle at any instant, and <4—. 

where t represents the time, are the components of the acceleration 

with which its path is being described at that instant, 

(1) YY\ * X _ 
c\X^ ' ■w* 

then we have 

2. 

If the three components 3T, ~Y. Z of the force acting on 

a single particle are given functions of the coordinates x, y, z 

of the particle, they are said to define a field of force. 

3. Consider now any system of particlee,i Let m be the 

mass of one of the particles, x,y,z its rectangular coordinates 

referred to a fixed system of rectangular axes, and JT, ¥ £ the 

components, parallel to the axes, of the total force acting on the 

particle. The work done on the particle m by the forces which 

act upon m during the displacement from an initial to a final 

position may be defined as 

(3) j (Z % + X S3 *2 &)*“ . 
c 

where C is the curve over which the displacement is made and s 

is the arc length measured from the initial point. The existence of 

this integral depends of course upon the properties of the functions 

and the curves considered. We shall not go into detail here because 

this discussion is purely introductory. This definition can be 

extended to the whole set of particles which form the given system. 

The sum of the quantities (an integral possibly) is called the total 

work done on the system. 

There are certain classes of forces which do no work. 

Among these we are particularly interested in: 
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(a) The reactions of -éixed smooth surfaces: the term smooth 

implies that the reaction is normal to the surface. 

(b) The reactions of rough surfaces: The term rough implies 

that the motion of any body in contact with the surface is one of 

rolling without sliding. 

4. Now consider any material system constituted of a number 

of particles, subject to interconnections and constraints of various 

kinds. When the constitution of the system (i.e. the size, shape, 

and mass of the various parts of which it is composed and the constraints 

which act on them) is given, its configuration at any instant can be 

specified in terms of a certain number of quantities which vary when 

the configuration is altered. These quantities will be called the 

coordinates of the system; thus, the position of a single free par¬ 

ticle in space may be completely defined by its three rectangular 

coordinates x,y,a with reference to some fixed set of axes. 

We shall suppose that in our problems the number of coordinates 

needed to specify the system is finite, and unless otherwise stated, 

denote/ these coordinates by q^, qg,  qn. If the system con¬ 

tains moving constraints (e.g. if it consists of a particle which is 

constrained to be in contact with a surface which in turn is made to 

rotate with constant angular velocity around a fixed axis*^ it may be 

necessary to specify the time t in addition to the coordinates 

ql» q2>  Si* 
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♦It is interesting to note in this connection that if we cronsider 

a holonomie dynamical system with two decrees of freedom with the 

kinetic-potential function 

-jr ( (XX +E.^X^+C«^*) 4- ^ ^ *9 ^ ^ i 

where a,b;c,«*,/*,>" are functions of x,y («>», the Lagrangian 

equations of motion can be interpreted as those of a particle constrained 

to move on a fixed W<frf ac*h) if «<= /S =■ e> , while if either 

o&t> j or or perhaps both, the equations of motion may be looked • 

upon as the orbits of a particle constrained to move on a smooth 

surface tiich rotates about a fixed axis with uniform angular velocity, 

and which carries with it a conservative field of force. The latter 

interpretation was discovered by George D. Birkhoff in Dynamical 
» *f 

Systems with Two Degrees of Freedom; Transactions of the American 
•» 

Mathematical Society, 7. 18, 1917, pa. 199. We refer to this 

paper as "Birkhoff ’ . The meanings of an the words used here may 

be found in the next few paragraphs. 
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Thls system is said to be holonomie if a displacement repre¬ 

sented by arbitrary infinitesimal changes in the coordinats is in 

general a possible displacement. U*hen this condition is not satisfied 

the system is said to be non-|tiolonomic. If   ,6*^ 

are arbitrary infinitesimal increments of the coordinates these will 

define a possible displacement without satisfying any system of differ¬ 

ential equations, if the system is fcolonomic, while for non-)aolonomic 

systems a certain number, say m, of equations must be satisfied, between 

them i h order that they may correspond to a possible displacement. The 

number (n-m) is called the number of degrees of freedom of the system. 

5. Consider the motion of a holonomie system with n degrees 

of freedom. Let q^, qg, .. ., qn be the coordinates which specify the 

configuration of the system at the time t. Let m.-A- be the mass of 

one of the particles, and xy. , zt its coordinates referred to 

some fixed set of rectangular axes. Let 

x'i = ^i^Sl* ^2* »^n* ^ 

(3) y^ , <j>i (qx, q2, ,%> * 

q2,  <y t l, 

designate the relationship whch exists between the coordinates q^, qg,.,^ 

and x’^, z1 , z’^. These functions f^, ♦i , are known in each 

problem. 

"TT + > + i 

From (3) we have 

u> K * v + TKM  
where as will be our custom the dot over a letter representing a fun- 

tion of t indicates the derivative of that function with regard to t. 

Similar expressions hold for y'and z1 . The function 

(5) ^ s ^ ^ »• j ' * ’ / *'"■ / 

= \ I wv. c r- 
where the summation is to be extended over all the particles of the 
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system**-possibly an integral*, is called the kinetic energy of the 

system. We see from equations (4) and (5) that T is an essentially 

poditive quad^LC^ function of q'i, q'g ,...,q'n ^ and that in par- 
t 1 

tioular if x'j^, y^, z'^ do not involve^explicitly then ^ is 

a homogenous quadratic function of q'^, q'g,.*»^'n* 

Now suppose that the work done on the system by the forces 

acting upon it in displacing it from an arbitrary configuration 

^1 q2# **,<3n> a standar<* configuration, say 

%n.~ ( /* - •, • * • *•- " * / 

is a definite known function V of q^ indePend-ent of the 

mode of displacement. The field of force acting upon the system is 

then said to be conservative, and the function V(q^ ,qg... .qn) is 

called the potential energy function of the system. It may be proved 

that if the field of force is conservative, then the functions q^, q^, 

.. satisfy the differential equations 

l a\ T - _ 

or if we let 

M =- T - V, 

(*'-   

■> r* _ 0 ( /t « O ) • 

The equations (6) or (7) are called the L^grangian equations of 

motion of the system: If we could solve these equations we could 

determine the motion completely. We note that each of the equations 

involves derivatives of ql, cl2**,^n on^y as * ~ high as the second ordeç 

It is tç be noted that no restriction has been made as to 

the character of the functions f^, ji , and V. We make no 

attempt to make the deduction of these equations rigid. We accept 

then 

(7) 
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the equations and in our further disoussion impose conditions on the 

functions under consideration. Another point is that equations (6) 

or (7) are deduced on the hypothesis that the field of force is con¬ 

servative. If this condition is not satisfied the Lagrangian equa¬ 

tions can be written 

(8) JL /-£■? ) - 
oT 
5 %*• 

- Q ( 

where Qr is a known function of q1# q^ ...qn,t, Qrs<ln.r being 

the work done by the external forces in the displacement which 

corresponds to a change of qr to qr’ •+• s qr, the other coordinate 

and the time being unaltered. Each of the equations (8). is of the 

second order, ancj. the system is then of the order 2.n* 

We note further that it is customary by some authors** to 

write equations (6) and (7) in the respective forms 

- vu (9) 

(10) 

where 

) 

A / » ^ 2_L - O 
chç i 
A f 
chi l 9% 

\ V* - V and L = It + Ü. 

( a. ■=■ 'J *•. 

♦The order of a system of simultaneous differential equations is 
the sum of the orders of the highest derivative of the dependent 
variable occurring in the equations. 

♦♦ See, for instance, G. Juvet, Mechnique Analytique et Théorie 
dee Quanta*' 1926, Librarie Scientifique Albert Blanchard, Paris. 
This is-tè^common French practice. 
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In the future we shall take equations (9) or (10) as the Lagrangian 

equations of motion for a conservative field of force. We shall 

call V the force function. Each system of equations is of the 

order 2 1L . 

6. There is another very important form for the equations 

of motion of a conservative, fcolonomic system due to Hamilton*. In 

equations (10) we let 
A-k 

(11) “5^ 

so that 

(12) 

r- 

» n 

( =-1, 

( * - •J ^ 

vx ) 

Y*- ) 

From the former of these sets of equations we can regard either of 

the sets of quantities (q'^q*^ .,.q'n) or (p^ p2, ...PQ) as 

functions of the other set. We let 

H — H (q^, Qg* • • » Pj_ * Pg> • • j Pnit ) - \ %n" > 

where L is expressed in terms of q-., q2/ ♦ • * i^L, Pi»P2* • • >P„V6» 

Then the equations of motion become 

(13) „ _ 2-i*  , HJ . 
cl* ’ P. s>n. J d* " p %/i 

The motion of the dynamical system may be regarded as defined by these 

equations. They are said to be in the Hamiltonian or canonical 

form. The system consists in equations, each of the first order, 

7. In the study of the motion of holonomie dynamical 

systems we then have three primary sets of equations 

(8) 
_ SUL « 0. 

do) 
Jt / L ) 

i 
_P_A 

" > ^ n. =r Ù 

(13) _ 
d* 

±2* 
? r*. ? 

J P* g P / - 'j s 

* See Whittaker, p 258. 

) . 
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The last two systems are equivalent since they are derived on the 

assumption that the field of force is conservative. 

In any particular problem nrTinr^ the functions T', Qr, L, H 

are known/it is then a question of integration to determine the 

motion, that is, to determine q^, q2 q^^ as functions of t. 

Now each system is of the order 2 H and as it is known * a general 

solution will involve the introduction of 2 n arbitrary constants. 

These constants may be determined by preassigned initial conditions. 

A more detailed discussion of these differential equations we shall 

leave until a later part when we consider a general system of 

simultaneous equations each of the first order. The solutions 

of the differential equations in the next part require only knowledge 

of facts presented in an elementary course on Differential Equations. 

II. Stability in the .Iheory-of Vibrations. 

1. In Dynamics one frequently deals with systems in which 

there exists an equilibrium cnnfiguratlrn, i.e, a configuration in 

which the system can remain permanently at rest; thus in the case 

of the spherical pendulum, the configurations in which the bob is 

vertically over or vertically under the point of support 

ùre of this character. More precisely, if q1# q2f.,q 
à n 

are the coordinates of a system and L = T •* Vf its kinetic potential^ 

T not involving t explicitly ^then the system of values 

^a- * /i C , 2,   V') 

is an equilibrium configuration if and only if the equations of motion 

(10) qre satisfied by the values 

♦See A. R. Forsythe,^Differential Equations”, Third Ed. MacmillAn, 
1903, p. 313. This work of Forsythe will be referred to as Forsythe,!. 
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qr (r * 1,2, .... , n), 

Q’r » q*r - 0 (r 1,2, ... ,n). 

The values of the coordinates in the various possible equil¬ 

ibrium configurations of a system are therefore obtained by solving 

for q2 . ..q^ the equations 

^■— — o l I, ^ ** ), 

in which q^, 4*2,...,^^ are to be replaced by zero*.* 

If the system is initially placed near an equilibrium config¬ 

uration, its pa£ticles having very small initial velocities, the 

divergence from the equilibrium configuration may never become very 

great, the particles always remaining in the vicinity of their orig¬ 

inal positions and never acquiring large velocities. Motions of 

this type are called vibrations about equilibrium configurations. 

We will say that the equilibrium - configuration 

* - •*’ * C S • • - s”) 

is stable if corresponding to an arbitfary there exists a fit 

such that if the initial displacements and initial velocities are 

taken less than S^in absolute value then the differences 1^*. - I 

remain less than € for all values of t. If these conditions are 

not satisfied the equilibrium configuration is said to be unstable. 

♦The dynamical aspects of this part are presented in Whittaker, 
Chapter YII, The theory of quddrfctic forms is that of Maxime Bocheir*, 
"Introduction to Higher Algebra” Macmillan, New York, 1915. Chapters 
10, 11, 12, 13. T. J. Bromwich‘s,lQuadratic Forms ~ànd their Classif¬ 
ication by Means of Invariant Factors’^ Cambridge, 1906, was also 
found useful, especially pp. 90-91. We will refer to these as Bochear 
and Bromwich respectively. 
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shall, however, he interested here primarily in a first approxima¬ 

tion to the motion about an equilibrium configuration. In fact, the 

main theorem presented will be one stating the sufficient tyfep-hbe 

in regard to a first approximation. 

2. We have 2 T as a homogeneous quadratic function in q1^, 

q’2,...|q
,
n with coeficients functions of q^, We shall 

suppose these functions expansible in convergent power series at the 

equilibrium-configuration in question. We can suppose without loss 

of generality that the equilibrium-configuration is the set of values 

» 0 1,2,..♦♦>n) 

Then as a first approximation to 2 T we have 

(1) 2.T - 2^ 2 
fr. %- ti 

where 
rrkc 
a. « are constants. These constants are the terms 

‘a ^ 
of degree zero in the expansion of the functions originally appearing 

as cQeficients in 2 T. We have thus dropped all the terms of degree 

higher than 2 in q^, q’2 il
n,Q1,.... ,qn in 2 T. 

Suppose also that TJ is expansible in a power series at 

Q.v (r 1,2, ..,n) converging in a small neighborhood. The 

term of zero degree can be neglected since it has no-influence upon 

the equations of motion. The coefficients of the terms of the first 

(J 
degree must be zero since I*-1.3-, — ,-l is zero at an equil- 

ibrium-configuration by the very definition of an equilibrium-config¬ 

uration. We then have as a^first approximation to V 

(8) * i~‘ V' li1> i‘U . 

where » b ( b, are constants. 
^ 

3. We set forth now some of the theory of quadratic forms. 

They are obviously important in the question before us. Let us con¬ 

sider the real quadratic form 

(5) 
n * 
r r 

3"» 
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where the - c are real constants. The matrix o 2 c 

is called the matrix of the quadratic forma (3). The determinant of 

V is called the determinant of (3) and the radiKof ^ the 

rank of (3). If the déterminait of V vanishes then (3) is said to 

be singular, otherwise it is non-singuiar. 

By a real linear transformation is understood a transformation 

in which the variables x^,Xg....xn are related to the new variables 

x*1# xJ2   ,x*n by the formulas 

x’l - dll*i + dl 2X2 +  + dinx
n* 

x*2 s d2ixl + djji^n* 

d* dn2x2 + + dnn^n» 

where the are real. The square matrix 

/ 
s = 

^iz. * 

^ H % ^ H X 

\ 
a 2 *v 

is called the matrix of the transformation. The transformation is 

said to bas singular if the determinant of $ vanishes, otherwise 

it is non-sineuiar. 

We have the theonem that a real quadratic form of rank 4 c^n 

be reduced by means of a real non-singular linear transformation to 

the form 
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(4) ex x'2 + es  -, % xj*, 

where e^, ®2****e^are real constats, none of which is zero. The 

number of positive and the number of negative constants are independ¬ 

ent of the transformation used. 

In virtue of this theorem we may define the slgnature of a real 

quadratic form as the difference between the number of positive and 

number of negative coefficients which we obtain when we reduce the 

form by any real non-singular linear transformation to the form (4) 

\> We then have the theorem that a real quadratic form of rank 

r and signature s can be reduced by means of a non-singular linear 

transformation to the normal form 

/ % 
1 *- 

1 - - *• (5) X, 4 .••• f+ • 

where P is given by r & (r,s being always both even or both odd). 
2 

We may then state that by an indefinite quadratic form is 

understood a real quadratic form such that, when it is reduced to the 

normal form (5) by a real non-singular linear transformation, both 

positive and negative signs oocur. All other quadratic forms are 

called definite; if the terms in the normal form are all positive 

then it is a positive/quadratic 
r— cLe-4*"~ ^ 

it is a negative/auadratio form. 

form, if they are all negative then 

But it is to be noted that an indefinite quadratic form is 

positive for some real values of the variables and negative for others, 

while a positive definite form is positive or zero for all real values 

of the variables, and ag? negative indefinite form is negative or zero 

for all real values of the variables. 

The theorem that concerns us the most in the theory of quadratic 

forms is that if^ f - £. ci \ H? * is a non-singular definite quadratic 
_ f - jft *1^ f. * } 

form/ the pairs of forms ^ can be reduced by means of a real 
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aon-singuiar linear transformation to the normal form 

f 5 * ( Î*1 -t . -t ) } 

^ - i ( ■+ X J + -'*•+- x , 

There are real and are the roots of the "X - e^z**-*" 

1 *-|| ^ ' 7 
C»v ^ • 

<*1,* ,  
t 

C ^ ‘ ' **1 * * 

and the upper or lower sign in to be used in both cases according as 

^ is a positive or negative form. Another resulution which is possible 

is ( <)> s ct ^ + yx + ... ■ + yn 't 

\ Vs C% -» ‘ * ’ + , 

There f have the same meaning as above and c^, c^. ..cn 

ire either all positive or all negative according as ¥ is a positive 

ar negative definite form. 

6. The last theorem of the above Paragraph enables us to 

state a sufficient condition for stability for a first approximation 

bo T, U, that is to say, if 2 V (as given in the approximation) 

is a non-singular negative definite form and 2 T non-sinsular ; then 

bhe equilibrium configuration is stable (in the first approximation). 

To prove this we note that 2 T is a positive definite, non¬ 

singular quadratic form, and that the matrix of a transformation of 
• • • 

:he variables q* , q* .....q1- is the same as the matrix of trans- 
1 3 * / n 

’ormation of the variables q1# <l2***,qn * Tiiere then exists real 

ion-singular linear transformations which will reduce 2 Ü, 2 T to 

he forms 
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l 

l°s >• c. * * V 

7k vt^ 

where 

iT a 

L O = 

IT 

°1' c2* 

>. i: 

#*■ 
+ ^ ~c 

-«- 
• I *- 

C
KV- , 

- >*- % 

* /• + *u 
are all > 0. 

Since 2 U is a non-singular negative definite form the 

coefficients c% A, «•*„ must he all punitive. Hence ^»,are 

all negative. 

In terms of the new variables q"i , qw«,...q" the equations A « n 
of motion are 

/• 
fL 

^ A. % 

/1 = o ( A * 1j \ ■ ■ • 
n ) 

The solution of this system of equations is 

-i- M 
1, ^ IV 

Cun (if-* rt 
(A.= I,Z - ,~) 

where the V V are constants of integration. Since the qr are 

linear combinations of the qr" and since the latter are all trigonometric 

functions of t the statement of the theorem is justified. ° * 

If the function 20 is positive or zero for all values of 
- |v«^ ^ "Ci» U 

Qi> andthe other hypotheses/are fulfilled^then the equilibrium 

configuration is stable. It is sometimes said that the equilibrium 

configuration is stable if 0 (without any approximation) is a max¬ 

imum at o,o;..,o. This statement presupposes that Ü (with the 

approximation) is positive or zero for all values of q1, ^2*"%.' 

We note again that stability is only for a first approximation. An 

equilibrium configuration may appear stable in the first approximation 

but not actually be so. Further, if U (in the approximation) is 
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singular or if it is not definite, we may have solutions of the form 

q£ = f\ A.* % n. { ? ^ > 

_ >t . 0 A. _ <-5T <r , 
qr - ft A. si ^ Æ > ° ) 

The equilibrium configuration would then in general be unstable. 

But here the first approximation appears much farther3 removed from 

the true state of affairs thatv if the position is stable for the qr 

in the former case increase without bound. 

7. Many writers have dealt with the stability of equilibrium 

configuration^ Wd mention in particular ,»»• A. Liapounoff* 4#e has 

shown that there is instability if;(a) V (without approximation) 

is not a maximum, the fact that it is not a maximum appearing in the 

terms of second degree in its expansion* (b) U is a minimum, the 
)A 

fact that it is a minimum not necessarily appearing in the second 

degree terms of its expansion. * . Hadamard ** in a method similar 

to that of Liapounoff has likewise demonstrated instability in 

certain cases. But rather than go on with this particular phase of 

stability we shall consider another part in Hadanard's paper cited 

above. His work or instability rests upon a generalization of the 

work &iven below. 

* "Sur l'Instability de l'Equilibre dans Certains Cas ou la Fonction 
de Forces N'est Pas un Maximum^' Journal de Mathématique, 5 se.,v-3-4 

(1897-98), p. 81. 

** “Sur Certaines Propriétés des Trajectories en Dynamique,’’ 
Journal de Mathématique 5 se. 1897-98), p 331. We shall refer 
to this paper as'’Hadamard.' 
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III. Simultaneous Systems of Differential Equations * 

1. It will be convenient to have on hand during the dis¬ 

cussion of the work of Hadamard and other authors precise ideas as to 

the nature of the differential equations to be considered. We note 

first that if we mSfce the changes of variable 

r q (r - 1,2, ....,n), 

x^ A * n + r 
qï 4 r (r - 1,2,. ...,n), 

in the equations ( 8 ) and ( i«> ) of Part I both systems 

ôf equations reduce to systems of 2n equations each of the first order 

i.e. to those of the type 

(2) ‘%A x- *n ♦ r (r - 1,2, .. ,n), 

, - - - .. t) .0 
( /».- ij \ ■ 

If we solve the last n of these for * 

in terms of Xg ...xQ;t we get 
t) 

Hence, both of the systems ( 8 ) and ( \o ) are equivalent to 

systems of the type 

(3) X, = ‘ 

where m = 2 n. 

The canonical equations are already in this form. We may 

write them 
. r% H « a fl 

(*= /, - - - ■ 

*0 

9- H 

9- > n. U) A *- r J ^ ^ r 

where H is a function of x^,x2 
xn,yl,3r^’* and P°ssibly t. 

We are concerned then with sets of simultaneous differential 

equations each of the first order. In Dynamics the number of these 

equations is always even. We need not make this restriction in our 

general discussion of differential equations. As to the character 

of the functions H*. H , we shall suppose, unless otherwise 

stated, that they are uniform analytic functions of their arguments 

and real for real values of these arguments. 
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(2) If because of equations (3) (we limit ourselves to this 

set for brevity-everything said is obviously applicable to (4l)Ja 

certain function *i(x^,Xg.•»xniremains constant as x^Xg.**xn*t 

vary over their respective regions^ then 

Fl(*i*x3 In't> ’ °i 

is said to be a particular integral of equations (3). It is known 

that there are m particular integrals of these equations. 

(5) Fj(xl>x2 V»*) “ (3 = 1>2 m) 

where the constants are independent of each other. 

If we solve equations (5) for x^, Xg.... ,.xn in terms of 

$1* C2 C^t we get 

(6) ^ j C t; c,, . . • -, 
) 

The system (6) is said to be the general solution of (3). If 

Cm 
are assigned definite values, the resulting equations are said to 

form a particular solution of (3). 

If the equations (3) are equivalent to some system of Lagrangian 

equations, the general solution of the latter in then of the form 

^ ct. • - -- -, S.**') J 

and a particular integral is of the form 

Fl(qi' q2 qfl* ^3 =■ const. 

A particular integral of the canonical equations is readily 

found in case H does not depend upon t explicitly, namely 

H — const. 

The corresponding integral exists in the case of the Lagrangian 
yr j , 

equations in caare T, U do not involve» namely T expl-lc4ÆLy 

T - U - const. 

These integrals are called the integrals of energy 
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3. We may consider the x^ as the coordinates of a point in 

the space of y*\ dimensions. If we assign particular values to the 

constants of integration 61$ €g Cm, the equations (6) défine 

a curve in this space. Such a curve is called a trajectory. To 

each particular solution corresponds a trajectory, and to each 

trajectory a particular solution. 

If the functions Â ^ do not involve t explicitly and 

are single valued for all real values of their arguments (not nec¬ 

essarily analytic}, through every point in space there passes one 

and only one trajectory, except possibly at singular points where 

either all the JT" are zero or one of them becomes infinite. 
à 

We note, moreover, that we can determine the constants of integra¬ 

tion in such a way that a trajectory will pass through a specified 

point at a specified value of t. This may be verified by a con¬ 

sideration of equations (3), (5), (6)^noting the order of the system 

may be reduced by 4 under these conditions. 

IV. Stability as Related to Attractive and Repellent Regions 

of a Field of Force* 

1. Consider a J\°^onomic system with two degrees of freedom. 

For simplicity we shall suppose that the system consists of a par¬ 

ticle of unit mass which is free to move on the surface ddfined by 

the parametric equations 

x = fx(u,V), 

(l) y = f2(u,v), 

z = f3(u,v), 

under forces derivable from a given force function U. 

* See Hadamard, and also Whittaker, pp 390-393. The differential 
geometry involved in this section maybe found in L. P. Eisenhart, 

“ Differential Geometry;' Ginn, 1909. We shall refer to this bo<3c 
as "Eisenhart^ 
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The linear element of this surfacd is 

(2) ds 
2 E du^ + 2 F du dv + G dv^, 

where 

(3) 

I 

and are independent of the particular EâEâEtetærs used to define 

the curve, it is known from the theory of Differential Geometry 

values u,v. We denote its positive square root by H 

The equations (l) specify the position of the particle on 

the surfacê as well a6 defining the surface. In the notation of 

part I we have q.^ ^ u, qg - v. We shall suppose the function 

Ü (u,v) continuous with its third partial derivatives all bounded 

in absolute value by a number 6. T>- - .-.-Mr •••?:•- fvnr;-Hnn nf 

tho oyotem is . » 

^ j. c f \-±./ f- ’ 

by the equations of definition of ., TCj Fj G. We shall suppose that 

the surface is such that 

for all u,*/ and that the surface has no infinite sheets^ and that 

E f lF*, Cx are bounded by a single number of all u,v. 

problems. But we could suppose in order to circumvent this apparent 

loss of generality that a given surface which has singularities be 

divided into a certain number of overlapping regions such that every 

point of the surface is interior to at least one of the regions 

and such that for# eadh of these regions could be chosen a system 

of parametees in such a way that the above condition will be satis- 

A 
O 

that E G - F is greater than or equal to zero for each pair of 

H >- * ° 

These hypotheses are not in general satisfied in dynamical 
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fled. If to a given s rface this method can not be applied we 

exclude it from the dieousslon. «*, .qnstlcno of mntlrn nr, ihun 

TIU* tLo j eyCtr-,.,. ^ 

X - ^X + iF Ù.V -t- Cpù*") 

a-aa 
VHI £ (H) - ^ * ÇT7 

A general solution of‘this equations'would give u,v as functions 

of t and 4 constants of integration. By varying these constants 

we get - system of curves on the surface (1). vie shall call as 

before a curve traced out on (1) by a solution of (4) a trajectory. 

It is the theory of these trajectories in which we üre interested. 

The equations of motion (4) can be written in the form 

5) 
? *4. 

c ^ . t. / p 

" > y/ 4- IA Vv ^ùw 
s r 3LË a cr JLf ) 

. / ÇZ SLST — Gc ^ ) 
+ \X V (r >u. 

H2, ^ 
_ u g y 

= - F —^ Hy £ 

..z /x r_ 
+- V" ( £ > la. 

a>£ 

x c ^ ^ /■ 2i—F ] + iF TV ’ 
&
 ^ / 

-V F 4LM - E ^ ) 
y U. > W- / 

àW F a-*' - E s» <*- 

. */ C a-f -if 
-v- v ( * 91 K 

»*) 
TV i- »**-/• 

By differention we have 

S,l) U 

3.2) W 

F = 

s> ^ 
S* W 

^ 0 

i_o ✓ - 

* * + 3 u • •    U T   W > > v' ^ 

P ù + Q v' 

P ^ ^ o 
Q v 
a ^ o 

LK 

Instituting for L Ind V their' vfeL V«e 

> •*- 

- R 
s - 

a. •+ X •p.u’3 ^ 

v 1- a. 5 **• * 

-t -2-lV 1/ 
> VL 

yV ✓ 

M'- «LLL’ 

om equations (5) the equation/ï (6-*) become* 

) üs -J‘ ( f O î FH LCyf1) 

ere 

* (s ÿ) 
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K 
• r0ir 2-? _J.CC '3_F _ J F ) ^ Hx Lp vu" *• *• ’*■''* , j. p *JF a p a_e e&ir')11v 

• «L 
VJL 

t i ^2. 5 r»! [f( 
- C* |“V )','6J(F > v' ^ > U. ^ V ' 

. .«.f 

-V \ | W 

^ Qu C*: 
'‘Jh . A1» l" y>- 

* « ( F H - i 

The equation (7) can be written 

<9) 
Ü = O • -4 ï Û,/) 

I 

_ J- P 
Z 

Vt)]} . 

where is the differential parameter of 0 of the first order. 

This parameter is independent of the p^ticular parameters u,v 

used to define the surface '• "hd is essentially positive; 

Ato s. ^ [ e <a L- 2F?G-V- 

Making use of the equation of energy 

0) £ CA.
1 -i- 2 F *«• v' a. { U + W\ 

where h is a constant, and observing that the difference 

__ T( G, -f> 3>~( ù. | ✓) 
£ U'’ + * Fi* + <*V f pq+CcP'- 

contains the quqntity P ù--4 <*> 05 a f<*ctor, we can write 

(10) Ü - AO + X +■' ♦ 
' u 

44 O 

where ^ are functions of P, Q, R, S, W and E, F, Q, H and their 

first partial derivatives not involving^denominator/^and X0 i
8 

expressible in terms of a first and second differential parameters : 

3^ * (A.O)( nto) - -I 

These parameters are independent of the particular parameters u,v 

used to define the surface; their values are 

. 
, ( e. J\ c f P °* + 8 U? 

.lo^.unJ^eo Vr -n(P^ J 

*Eisenhart, p. 84. 
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Cons ider now a trajectory described by the particle, U 

being a function of 

ifcu c O 
t, We ought to have at a maximum value of U 

4JL° 
J jcxv- o 

Since o is essentially positive and D 4- ^ is positive it 

follows from equation (1C) that 

(il) T0 £ o 
I 

the inequality being possible only in case of position of equilibrium 

of the particle. For the equation 

E Q2 - FP q 4 GP2 - 0, 

can not be satisfied by any values of Q, P other than Q - P - 0 

since not both E and G can vanish. This may be seen by solving 

it as a quadratic in either Q or P. The truth of the above 

statement then follows from the definition of an equilibrium posi¬ 

tion and the equations of motion (5). 

Reciprocally, being given any point whatever situated in 

the region T0 <o , there exists a trajectory passing through 

this point and giving at that point amaximum of U. For by virtue 

of equations (6.1) and (8). we could take proportional to Q 

and - P making V vanish and negative and so large thatO’^oat 

this point. 

On the other hand, at a point on a trajectory at which Ü 

id a minimum ID , the inequality again being possible only 

at a position of equilibrium, and at any point whatever situated 

in the region I0 >° there exists a trajectory passing through this 

point and giving at this point a minimum value of Ü. 

As the particle describes any trajectory, the function U 

will either have an infinite number of successive maxima»sand minimum 

values ox the function will, after passing some point of the orbit, 
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vary continuously in the 6ame sense. Suppose first that:the.£.o?jter. . 
  

of these alternatives is the true one; then if we divide the given 

surface into two regions, in which ITU is negative and positive 

re spectifsly, it follows from what has just been proved above that 

the former of these regions contains all the poin s at which U 

has a maximum value; i.e. it contains in general an infinite number 

of distinct parts of the orbit, each of finite length; whereas in 

the other region, for which is positive, the particle cannot 

remain permanently. These two regions on this account are called 

the attractive or repellent regions. Each of the regions exists 

in general as shown above. 

Consider now the alternative supposition namely,that the 

variation of U after some definite instant is always in the same 

sense. The velocities tt/i/ will remain finite under the prescribed 

conditions and consequently so will \) t Moreover, since 

the 0 always varies in the same sense after a definite value of Ï 

and does not become infinite it must approach a definite value. It 

is easy to show that under these conditions \j tends towards zero * 

♦See HaudAftard , p 314. 
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Cons idering the equation (10) 

\) sr O v 3J^±Mr0 -, (*1*+^*^ 
° H’-A, o 

we see that if A O is not very small, > and /<are finite and 

the last term on the right hand sides approaches zero with the 

velocities; and consequently either there exists values of t 

as large as we please for which X0 is negative (in which case the 

part of the orhit described in the attractive region is of length 

greater than any assignable quantity) or else z*4U tends toward 

zero. But can approach zero only when P and Q approach 

zero in virtue of the identities 
(zr4-F_r) - ^ f i. 

B -a o 
y 

6c 
. ( Ce P- F 4 ) -f 

« // '• 

If therefore the surface possesses only a finite number of equilibrium 
> i 

positions, the particle will tend to one of these positions, with a 

velocity which tends toward zero. 

A position of equilibrium thus asymptotically approached can 

not be a position of stable equilibrium as defined in Part II. 

For consider a trajectory x not initially near the position of 

stable equilibrium in question but asymptotically approaching it. 

We could find a value of t ( t=T* ) so large that the particle 

in tracing out the trajectory is as near as we please to the position 

of equilibrium with velocities U. V as small as we please. 
0/0 

F 

✓ -r 

Let 

<«) u. - q>Ct) 

be the equations defining this trajectory. We wish to proove that 

the equations 

(.3) (+o~ , v x y , 
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likewise form a particular solution of the differential equations 

of motion ( H ). To do this we note that the equations of motion 

are of the form 

( ft - 1- fc, v - c, 
M) 

\ M «- V + CX>'- + D 

where Al* Bi>*• A2»-->F2 are : 

: F - 
% 

1 

e. **- 

Now 

by hypothesis these equations are satisfied by ( \2. ). That is to 

say, if we replace u,v and their derivatives in ( »M ) by their values 

in ( 13 ) we get a pair of identities in t. These identies re¬ 

main such if we replace t by . Then, since for the proposed 

solution we have 

-i- - - 4 , I ' 
v c -M* (*• T> 

— y ( "to - ^ ^ 

v 9 

u. - if < 

and since u,v appear only in the second order in ( i*| ), it is seen 

that if we replace u,v and their derivatives in ( |£| ) by their values 

in ( IS ),we get the pair of identities in or t mentioned 

above. That is to say, the equations ( 13 ) form a particular solu¬ 

tion of the equations of motion. 

In view of this fact we see that a particle starting at P© 

with velocities moving in accordance with the equations ( 13 ) 

will not remain in the neighborhood of the position of equilibrium. 

In fact, it will trace out the trajectory T in the sense opposite to 

that in which we conceived it when we first introduced it. 
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2. Many other problems are treated by Hadaaard in this paper 

previously cited. He treats, for instance, the case in which there 

are not a finite number of isolated equilibrium positions. He 

generalizes the theorem of Paragraph 1. by a consideration of a 

particle which is free to move in a space of m dimensions and 

is thus led to the proof of the fact that an equilibrium-configuration 

is not stable if the force function is not a maximum. However, this 

proof and others involves the introduction of an arbitrary function 

V say of the m dependent variables x^, x^. ..x^and the determination 

of its properties at a maximum or minimum point through the relation 

•V v 4. - 
■ I » ■ Il %- X 

*>- + • ' 

lY T 
>>. ‘ 

1- aY Tw-. • 
. aV -y 

the equations of motion being assumed to be in the form 

Rather than go into the details of this work which in itself 

would be a sizable paper wirtheu^; a great deal of discussion relative 

to Stability, we shall go on to discuss Poincare's interpretation 

of Poisson stability. 

V. Poisson Stability * 

1. Poisson has in taking account of the second power of the 

masses in a discussion of the variations of the major axes of plane¬ 

tary orbits shown that the major axes of the orbits are developable 

in a series of terms of the form sin t, cos t, t sin t, t cos t, 
2 

but that the developments contain no secular terms of the form t,t . 
/ * 

* The chief references for this Part are Poincare I, and Poincare, 
‘ï,es Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Celeâtej' Paris, 1899, t.3, 
Chapter 26. 
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This signifies that the major axes could surpass any assigned numbers 

in absolute value but will take on an infinity of lines their original 

value. Poincarer calls this type of motion stable in the sense of 

Poisson. 

It is of course desirable to give a precise definition of 

Foissôn Stability. We consider the system of differential equations 

CD ^ = 3~a <1=»,*-, • ,-J, 
where the are single-valued functions of x^, x2*"xn not in” 

volving t explicitly. Consider the trajectory passing through 

the point a. We can determine the equations of the 

trajectory in such a way that the point tracing out the trajectory 

will be at a^, a2» * * * at the epoch t = o. We will say that 

the motion of this point is positively stable in the sense of Poissan 

if corresponding to every t ~7 and there exists a finite 

"tf. > N such that the coordinates of the point at the epoch 

satisfy the conditions of the equation 

(2) \ x ^ ^ e l \ s • * • • > • 

If this condition can not be satisfied the motion is said to be 

positively unstable. The motion is negatively stable if there 

exists a <-N such that the coordinates of the point at the 

epoch "t (_ satisfy the conditions (2), but negatively unstable 

if the condition can not be satisfied. The motion is stable in the 

sense of PolssOn if it is positively and negatively stable/ it is 

unstable if it is positively and negatively unstable. 

2. The potion? of Poisson stability is directly related 

to the theory of integral invariants. We consider the system of 

equations (l) where now we suppose that the are single-valued 

continuous functions ... real for real values of the variables^ 
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andfat least one of the functions "X involves "t explicitly. 

* 
We restrict ourselves to real values of the variables and regard these 

equations as defining the motion of a point whose coordinates are x^, 

x« x in the space of m dimensions. à m 
Consider a group of such points, which occupy a p - dimensional 

region p at the beginning of the motion t - o. Since the 

functions X are continuous, at any prior or subsequent time they 
b 

occupy another p-dimensional region p . A p-ttoiple integral taken 

over p is called an integral invariant if it has the same values 

at all times ir , positive and negative. .The number is called 

the order of the integral invariant. 

When the functions JJ"* do not involve t explicitly the 
a 

definition of an integral invariant is essentially the same but 

is stated somewhat differently. We consider a group of points occupying 

a p-dimensional region in the m dimensional space. Trajectories 

can be determined whichjpass through these points at the epoch t~ o. 

At the time t the points on these trajectories will occupy another 

p-dimensional region p, . A p-txiple integral taken over p is 

said to be an integral invariant if it has the same value at all times 

t. It is invariant integrals of this type with which we shall be 

primarily concerned. 

A simple illustration of an invariant integral is found in 

the motion of an incompressible fluid. The integral which represents 

the volume of the fluid, when the integration is extended over all 

the elements of the fluid which were contained initially in one given 

region is an invariant integral, since the total volume occupied by 

the elements does not change with the time. 
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3. We will consider first a theorem in wnich m - 3: We 

suppose that the trajectories of the system of differential equations 

X, - 2^, f ^ 4 ^ J r ^3 , 

where Xs are single-valued continuous functions of x2, x3 

not involving: t explicitly. _are confined to a finite region R_ 

of volume V in the space x-j_, x^, x3, and that through each point 

of R there -passes one trajectory *. Let fi~ be a subregion of R 

of arbitrarily small volume Vf . Regard the trajectories passing 

through JU as being traced out by points occupying fl,at the epoch 

t s o. Then the motion of at least one of these points is stable in 

the sense of PoissOn if the volume integral jYJ à-^ à-y , where ? 
? 

has the same meaning as in Paragraph 2, is an invariant integral» 

We prove first that the motion of at least one of the points 

is negatively stable. There is no harm in indicating the region and 

the volume of the region by the same letter and we shall do this. 

Moreover, for the sake of clarity we speak of the points tracing out 

the trajectories as molecules)’ noting that the motion of an incom¬ 

pressible fluid completely filling a container of variable form 

satisfies the above conditions. 

Let V0 be a subregion of U of arbitrarily small value. 

The molecuks which fill the volume U0 at the epoch t * o, fill at 

the epoch "t = >«> a certain volume U-^ at the epoch -t = 

certain volume U2)... , at the epoch * t= X a certain volume Un. 

Because the volume integral is an invariant integral the volumes 

o . are equal to each other. Choose 

jL 

then . . , » 

Hence at least two of the regions ü0, .... ,Un have a common part. 
* This hypothesis 4s not essential.IfIt is not fulfilled we choose Ao 

such that through each of its points there passes a trajectory. 
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It follows that UQ and Uk_j. have a common part. For let M 

be a point common to and The molecule which is at M at 

the epoch ir is at the epoch 0, at the point MQ belonging to UQ, 

since the point M belongs to U^. The molecule which is at the 

point M at the epoch k t is likewise at the point MQ at the epoch 

(k-i) r since are single-valued continuous functions of 

xl» 
x2* XZ> noii

 involving t explicitly. But at the epoch (k-i) r 

this molecule is at a point belonging to since M is a point 

of Uk. Hence the point MQ is common to UQ and U^, ^ ).. 

Let be the common part of U_ and U and form U*_,tJ• g 

with UQ as we have.formed r..,with UQ. There exists a number /3 

such that Vj and ^ have a common part. Let be this common 
t» «I 

part. We could find a number X such that and t>r have a 

common part. We could continue this process indefinitely. 

We have 

> o 
Cf»J 

> uT" P’ ~ - 

where the symbol > is to be -read "contains". Hence, by a theorem on 

points sets, there exists at least one point belonging to each • 

There may be a finite number or an infinite number; we let E denote 

the points of this set. 

How a molecule which is in U'0 and consequently in at 

the epoch 0 is in UQ at the epoch . For let M be the point 

at whhh the molecule is situated at the epoch 0. The molecule which 

is at M at the epoch T is in UQ at the epoch 0. The molecule 

which is at M at the epoch 0 thin belongs to UQ at the epoch “ ** 

since 7,are single-valued, continuous functions not involving 

t explicitly. 
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which is in to Un,0 
and consequently to 0"^ 

Similar reasoning shows that a molecule which is in to U"Q 

and consequently in U* at the epoch 0 is in Ü' at the epoch r 
P o i 

and consequently in U0 
at the epoch - 0* ■*■/*) t . Again the molecule 

at the epoch 0 is 

in U"o at the epoch - YT, and consequently in U* at the epoch 

and so in UQ at the epoch - (•* + . Since Un,0, U"0, U* are 

parts of UQ this molecule is 
at four different epochs (all negative 

multiples of Tc ) in U0. 

In the same way, a molecule which is in at the epoch 0 

is in UQ at p different epochs, all negative multiples of T • 
(fj 

Since E is a part of U0 no matter how large p may be, a molecule 

which at the epoch 0 is situated at a point of E will at an infinity 

of different epochs, all negative multiples of T tricing t~o UQ. Given 

N we can choose p so large that a molecule situated at a point of E 

at the epoch 0 is in U0 at an epoch ^ < - tV « The negative 

stability of the (molecule) tracing out this trajectory is thus 

demonstrated since U0 was arbitrarily small. The point which traces 

out this trajectory likewise belongs to U at the epoch 0 and so the 

theorem is demonstrated for the case of negative stability. 

4. We now complete the proof of the theorem of Paragraph 3. 

Let UQ be a subregion of U of arbitrarily small volume. The 

molecules (points) which occupy UQ 
at the epoch 0 occupy at the epoch 

Lft (i a positive integral ^ r ?«> ) a 3-dimensional region t^, 

and at the epoch - ‘I a region U^. Choose 

“2. V n > - I 

then at least three of the regions 

uo> ul ,U. n 

have at least one common part, since the volume integral is an invariant 
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2 V U 0 “*■ u, 1- - - • 

Let three having a common part be ur ^ where o ^ îr± n 

It follows that have a common part. For if M 

is a common point of * Uy , the molecule which is at M 

at the epoch Ç, is at a point of U0 at the epoch o<. p , at a 

point of at the epoch . But since 'X^ ST3 

are single-valued continuous functions, not involving t explicitly, 

these three points are one and the same. 

Let ^ =■ c^0 r ^ p - . Let ü'0 be 

the common part of O-» Oa . A molecule whch is in U* at 

the epoch 0 is in UQ at the three epochs - *^0^# , - f3® /î". 

Form with U*0 regions U^, U’g,.., as we formed with UQ 

the regions 0^, U^,We can find j where <*( < o <(*,t such 

that f°et hatfe a part UWQ in common. We have lA/V 

A molecule which is in U"Q and consequently in uj* j at the 

epoch 0 is in U'Q at the epochs -^( T,-<0 r and consequently is in 

UQ at the epochs 

- T/ u , - (p." OJ , ■- a> - 

Continuing this process, in the Cn-rO the stage we have 

U U 
CHI 

0 
•C o ( 

having a pfit L>a 
Q*v+»> 

in common, and 
lw T-U 

(**■» 
u„ > <v >“»'>•••" > 

A molecule which is in U ^ and consequently and Q vs. ( m* 

at the epoch 0 is in U0^
n“*) at the epochs - **t a, - T . 

Reasoning as above we see that a molecule which is at a point of 

a^ the epoch 0 is in UQ at the epochs 

- C “*•+ •*, * • • + ~!.J T f - (■*, f + - . . 4- oi~) *r , ~ 
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The sequence 
(fx , Cr^’» 

u0>^0’ > - • • ■>«->*"? 0 © ^ 

has at least one limit point j? in UQ. Consider the motion of the 

molecule at the point P at the epoch O . It is in UQ 
at an infinite 

number of negative epochs and at an infinite number of positive 

epochs. Given an N we can choose y -*• — N, ^^such that 

ths molecule is in UQ at these epochs. Since UQ is part of U and of 

arbitrarily small volume the theorem is proved. 

4. Consider the motion of the points filling Ü at the 

epoch 0. The motion of some of these points is stable that of others 

unstable. Which should be considered as- the exceptional case? 

Poincare proves that the ratio of the volume of that part of 0 from 

which there issues points having stable motion to the volume of Ü 

is unity. Thus we mmght say that the unstable motion is the excep- 

tional case. Rather than go into the details of this proof which 

is much like the preceding theorems we shall go on with the general 

theory and its applications. 

In the theorem of Paragraph 3 there are certain restrictions 
T 

which may be removed. We assumed among other/tirsca^r that 

1. m - 3, 

2. that the volume integral is an invariant integral, 

3. that the trajectories are confined to a finite position 

of space. 

The theorem is also true if the volume integral i6 not an 

invariant integral but if there exists another invariant integrar. 

JJJ M chc , ^ , 
£ 
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M being a finite non-negative single-valued function of x., X-, x,. 

It is also true if but finite 

and there exists an invariant integral 

j j . . . J w .. d. 
P 

where M is a finite non-negative, single-valued function of 

x^, x2 x^, and the trajectories are confined to a certain finite 

region of the m-dimensional space. Moreover, it remains true if the 

trajectories are not confined to a finite region, but the integral 

// .... J ^ 
is finite when extended to all the m-dimensional space in which the 

trajectories lie. 

The proofs of all these facts are analogous to the proof 

the theorem of Paragraph 3, the invariant integral playing the role 

of the variant volume integral. 

(2) 

H- 

integral. 

5. It is well worth noting that the canonical equations 
£ C ‘ _ a H 

- 
CL 

not involving t explicitly^ formally paooee an invariant volume 

We note first that 

C c = 
i. 

so that these equations have the property 

? è-1” - — o 

Let us write the equations (2) in the form 

(3) ~ , 

where m ^ 2 n. Then 

*1- _ ^ * ... + 
> X. •> X. • * 

(4) — o 
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We have to show that the integral 

(5) J = JJ '*** Î <h*t c^Yy. • • • • ^ 

is independent of t. To do this we suppose the general of solution 

of (3) to he given in the form 

(6) f* ( x', c-. . <0 

where the Cj are constants of integration. Systems of values of 

these constants can he determined in such a way that the correspond¬ 

ing solutions fill the region t£0 àt the epoch 0. We let Û he the 

m-dimensional region occupied hy the totality of these systems of 

cl> Cg. • •.c . Then if we let c , Cg>-tCm 
ranSe over the region 0 

the corresponding trajectories fill the region £ at the epoch t. 

Taking the as a new se^ variables and considering (6) as 

equations of transformation from the to the we have 

(7) $ = U - \ ^ c, dcw 
o » 

where A is the functional determinant 

A 

3 X, S ... . *JL — 

*>c, 

a X »■*- 

This form of the integral 4 has the advantage over the form (5) 

in that the region over which the integration is to be performed 

is fixed, the integraVJ^lone depending upon t* 

To show that $ is independent of t we form 

= Jj--~ J dctdc^  
«*=* u 

♦For an outline of the proof of this transformation and the con¬ 
ditions under,which it holds see Goursàt-Hedrick, *'A Course in 
Mathematical ^Analysis/ Vol.I, Ginn pp. 310-312. 
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We have 

fiii % = A.+ + 

where A. is the determinant obtained by replacing the elements 
R 

JXh. ^ Xb 
»<^ ' 

in the column of Z* by 

> c. 7 ^cu ' 
But from (3) 

à_ÜK 
7 

3- 

Hence 

go that 

Hence 

3- X 
^ c 

^ 3V 3X, 

K « 

^ C, 
4- ^_2S 4. 

•>>_ ^ ca 

52, ^L~ (ja,v...,^) 

> y^. * c\ 7 

Va. " 

*jk. 
A 

A 
'35F • * ( 

£J. 
> ». 

3-x 
> * 

a ^ — 
^ * 1) - 

We have shown the second factor in the right-hand member of 

Ai 1 
this expression to be zero. Hence =- o and 0 « const. 

It follows from the fact that the canonical equations possess 

an invariant integral)that when the trajectories of the general 

system of dynamical equations are confined to a finite region^and H 

does not involve t explicitly, the motion of the points tracing 

out one of these trajectories is in general stable in the sense of 

Poisson.* 

6. We proceed now with another generalization of Paragraph 

3, and an application of the generalization. Suppose that one 

knew an integral 

FCx^, x2 xn) «r const. 

* (sSe next page) 
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*We might note also in this connection some of the results of 
Birktoff in“Comptes Renduc des Seances “de l'Academie des Sciences, 
t# 183 (1926), p. 516. Birkhoff defines the stability of equilibrium 
in the following mam er; suppose that the point of equilibrium of 
the equations 

/ ys~ •' x^) l K " ’ * *"-*• 

is at theoldfrgla&nr ©• , and consider the motion of a point which, at 
a given instant is at P0 near to 0 . The point is one of stable 
equilibrium if for every positive integer n, there exists an integer 
m such that the coordinates x are expressible by trigonomentric 
suits to m terms. ^ 

(A* c*o*~ f -» fi* *) (f^’ Ûz ) 
i*t d  _ w ° ‘ 

with an error of the order G * <» during an interval of time at least 
of the reciprocal order. He then shows that by a convenient choice 
of the dependent variables theequations of motion could be put in 
the canonical form. if the point is one of stable equilibrium. Al¬ 
though the two types of stability, the Poissen, and the Birkhoff are 
somewhat different we insert this remark to show significance of the 
canonical equations. 
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of the equation ( I ). If F c const, is the general equation 

of a system of closed surfaces in the space of m-dimensions; if^ 

in other words F is a single-valued function which becomes in¬ 

finite when one of the variables x^, Xg, ... .x^ becomes infinite, 

it is clear that x1, Xg, .x^ hi ways; remain# finite since F has a 

constant finite value. If then one assigns a value to the constant 

the conditions of the extended theorem of Paragraph 3 may be satisfied. 

Now suppose that the surfaces F - const, are not closed 

surfaces but that nevertheless there exists a positive invariant 

integral 

( M . - - • <?*- X ^ 

£ 
which is finite when extended to all the systems of values for which 

ci- F ^ V 
the theorem will then be true, the other proper restrictions, of 

course, being made. 

This statement finds an application in the theory of the 

moon's orbit. G. W. Hill* has shown that if we take the rectangular 

axes as having their origin at the center of the earth, the axis of x 

being constantly directed towards the center of the sun, the axis of 

y toward a point in the ecliptic (the plane of the earth's orbit) 

and 90° in advance of the sun, and if we assume that the mass of the 

moon is negligible, that the moon moves in the plane of the ecliptic, 

that the solar parallax is zero (i.e. the disturbing force of the sun 

is equal in conjunction with and opposition to, the sun, that the 

*G. W. Hill,'*Reaearches in the Lunar Theory/ American Journal of 
Mathematics, Vol.I (1878). p. 5. 



solar eccentricity is zero (i.e. the path of the sun about the earth  

or rather the earth about the sun—is a circle^ then the equations 

of motion of the moon are 

ft* _ y1 
cM ~ 

M à 

■= a. *1?'- * ( 

• ** * a.-+r> ~ 
xvhere^^c is the sum of the masses of the earth and moon measursed 

by the velocities these masses produce by their action, in a unit 

of time, and at a unit of distance, and *7 is the mean angular 

velocity of the sun about the earth. 

These equations admit the integral 

PCY C* v^, ~) 

and the invariant integral 

J JJI , ? 
since 

oh** 

*h< * Mi 

+ 3^. ( - ■>■ n'r ‘ - (»v,y 
±3 , ) 5=" Ô 

and this was shown to be a sufficient since condition in the preceding 

Paragraph. 

Let us consider the curves 

where C is a constant. On these curves the velocity ^ 

vanishes. If C > 0 there is no real locus. If b < 0 

the curve is evidently symmetrical with respect to both axes of 

coordinates and is contained between and is asymptotic to the two lines 
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It intersects the axis of y at two points whose coordinates are 

9 * <L 

The cubic equation 
i _£lJ- y   
X J 3 yj 

— o 

gives the values of x, for which the curves intersect the axis of x. 

If 
(j- a C ) 

this equation has two real roots between the limits 0 and 

If 3 

£ 3- C) 
I 

these roots become equal. If 

(- x- c.) ^ 

there are no real roots between these limits and the curve does not 

intersect the the axis of x. The figures below exhibit the three 

In Figure I, if x,y lie within the oval, then, the velocity 

is real, but if x,y lie outside the oval but within the branches, 

the velocity is imaginary. Hence, if the body at any time be found 

within the oval, it cannot escape, and its radius vector (x^+ y^^ 
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will have an upper bound 

In demonstrating the stability of Poiss*#yifor the moon’s 

orbit we shall suppose that 

ct < -{ y 3 ^ v*" . 

In this case we have the radius vector of the moon less than / 

if it satisfies at any time the above mentioned condition. One 

might say that the motion of the moon then pos^eses Hill stability. 

In proving that under the above conditions it possesses Poisson 

stability we are going somewhat further. That is to eay, we shall 

prove that in general the moon starting from any point in this oval 

with a given velocity will pass infinitely often near tn this 

initial point with velocities very near to the initial velocities. 

To prove the stability of Poisson it is sufficient to 

show that the integral 

A = J-jfl <hc Ay Ayt* 
taken over all the values defined by the inequalities 

C £ F ^ C , 

is finite. In order to calculate the value of J we make the 

change of variables    
fin. 1 *■ ( 

x - P O—^ ^ f ^ 

then have 

f (*,% ^l V) - ^ ^ P, A' 
9 ’ / ^ * L 

= A- y - in' f 

and 
J r )iif f> 

where is the region defined by the inequalities 

o < Y ■è z*\ 

c, i A - f - { ± . A* 2Ô 
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We sés that since is hounded J could become infinite 

only if r increases indefinitely, and r could become infinite 

only if p approaches zero in Virtue of the preceding inequalities. 

Let us place then 

J sr J* -V J", 

J* representing the integral extended to all the system of values 

such that 

(8) n.20 t f 2fo>° , Ct ^ F t 

and J" representing the integral extended to all the system of values 

such that 

(9) a ’o y ■ ■£ p s f„ t c i T ± ev f 

where pA is a number satisfying the inequalities 
J* 

~ e, 

When the inequalities (8) are satisfied, p cannot vanish, 

hence r cannot become infinite. Hence the first integral J* is 

finite. As for J" , since p - fo < Ç , we ka-ve 

> O +■ n, *‘ pL *** 
>■ * . 

Hence r cannot vanish. We have then to integrate with respect to 

r between the limits 

e, -r f *- -i 

We then have -x.n , 

i” - *. n <<.-<.)( 

- a. ol f.x ( -e, ) 

Hence J" and consequently 4 is finite. 
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The stability of Poissjjtn is thus demonstrated . 

There are many other applications of thetheorem of Paragraph 3 and its 

extensions. In particular we might mention a generalization of 

Hill*3 work by Bohlin,* and a generalization of Bohlin's work by 

Poincare with the introductirn of Poisson Stability. In connection 

with the methods employed by Hill in the discussion of the curves of 

zero velocity, we might state a similar analysis goes through when the 

inclination of the moon's orbit is not neglected, that is, when the 

problem involves the three variables x,y.z. 

The moon in Hill*s analysis is supposed to be infinitesimal, 

that is, it is attracted by the sun and earth but does not attract 

them. Moulton in his Celestial Mechanics and treatise on*Periodic 

Orbits"** discusses the motion of three bodies, one of which is 

infinitesimal. He supposes that the two finite bodies revolve in 

circles about their center of mass, and proves the existence of 

certain particular solutions of the equation of mibtion of the in¬ 

finitesimal body in which the distances from the two finite bodies 

to the infinitesimal body are constant. The discussion of these 
✓ 
ttose particular solutions leads back to the stability of equilibrium 

configurations. He shows that in general some of these positions 

are unstable. We go on now to discuss periodic orbits in general. 

♦Bohlin,'Acta Mathematical V 10 (1887), p. 1C9 

** F. R. Moulton, *Periodic Orbits’* Publication Ho. 161 of the 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, 1920. p. 151. 
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Stabllity of Periodic Orbits * 

1. Consider the system of differential equations 

(!) ^ =•   <•> = b s- *«, 

where, as usual, t is the independent variable, and x^, Xg...*^ 

^re the dependent variables. We shall suppose that the are 

uniform analytic functions of their arguments. 

Let 

(3) - <(4+) 

be a particular periodic solution of (1), of period P (i.e .«fi + Y4**' 

We shall call this solution a generating solution of (l). 

Now let the initial conditions be varied slightly, and put 

(3) = 1%(0) +■  , 

where the Jî^ are small arbitrary constants. The value of the 

for any t will be 

(4) 

the F. being functions of t which at least for a short period 
O 

of time will remain small. On substituting (4) in (1) we have 

d?K 

lx <x* * Vt* *•' 'i'-* ^, * + <in\ - 

Since the X^ are analytic in x1# x^,...xjn, we can expand them as 

power series in ft y ^ we get 

(5) + di? = ’Vïwtv  iJif,-... - If» 

-V terms in higher powers of f, , f ;s~., 

^ f, , *4.. . where the arguments of the 

* The chief references for this Part are Poincare I, Vol.I of 
Mechanique Celeste, Chap. 4,, and Moulton’s Periodic Orbits. 



This expansion holds for each value of , and for 

corresponding email values of t * - * , 

By (2) we have 

£f ■+ * * * *+ f — -» 

AX, 
ÎXK 

As a first approximation to the differential equations of the orbit 

obtained by varying the initial values, we neglect the higher powers 

of s^ . . . . . The resulting equations 

(6) JL9* 
2* —* S 

1 
4 - . - > X 

where the arguments of the ^ are ,f4>yt/  are called 

the variational equations of the sduticn (2). 

Now since the f4«> are periodic in t ^ the —} are 

likewise periodic in t. They also can be shown to be analytic in t 

These conditions are sufficient to insure that there exists na par¬ 

ticular solutions of (6) of the form 

(7) 

m/ tr 

9. = fi- 

S ^ *L ■ , 
c -w* c 

<r w i".‘c s 
* 1. - * * **, 

/ t 
* J 

<?..= A 

where o<f ^ are constants and the 5^. are periodic 
I ^ V- # ^ Q 

functions of t, of period P, analytic for each value of t. 

The constants • are called the characteristic 

exponents of the periodic solution (2). They play an important part 

in the theory of stability of periodic crbits. It should be noted that 

this system of particular integrals holds.only when the are all 

distinct. If for instance 

integrals will be of the forms 
cW ’t 

». = * ' V 

then two of the particular 

c a - s —, , 
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If a o/ we have three of the particular integralr in the forms 
I " x J 

t r 

^ a • 

< l u , * ' ' 
_ °*» * 

3 + ^ 3 

-***f*V- J- 

Similar statements hold in case four or more of the characteristic 

exponents are equal. 

The general solution of the equations (6) when the ^ ttre 

all distinct is 
' -r. -h C ^ ^ ■*•**•• + ^ ~ f, - ci * + C<• 

v. f 

(8) Ct 
r-». w •+■ C*~ * * 

t ^ 

-t. *_ 
TS.^-r C. ** ‘ X— ^ 

•* 

where the are constants of integration, in case ^ =• 

and all the other characteristic exponents are distinct the general 

solution is of the form “-v*. 
^ ^ <■ . r a J. 

(9) « 

c. ^ - 

<? ^ '',x s -+ 

C -t 
A. 

r 

•/ *t 

^ ‘ +-* - 

W„tr 

K **| 

• 

oS t 
C, * * ^ 

-1 • • JL. n 

o 
The general system in case ^rr *• •/, involves t° and so on. 

Now as to the stability of the periodic orbit. We will say 

that the periodic orbit toss es es temporary stability if the charac¬ 

teristic exponents are all distinct pure imaginaries. The reason 

for this term is clear. First, we are considering only a first 

approximation to the orbit obtained by the initial displacement, and 

so our results are valid at most for a short period of time, hence 

the word "temporary". As to "stability", we seethât if the i 
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are all distinct pure imaginaries, the general solution can be 

represented by the sums and products of purely periodic terms and 

to use the language of particles in motion through the space of 

m dimensions^although the solutions may be imaginary, a particle 

displaced from the periodic orbit and moving subject to the equations 

of variation will never recede from the original periodic path. 

If the characteristic exponents are not all distinct pure 

imaginaries, we will say that the orbit does not possess temporary 

stability. It is clear that by setting the proper constants 

equal to zero*one particular solution*even in the case of instability 

can be represented as the sum and- products of purely periodic terms. 

We might say that such particular solutions possessed temporary 

stability. 

2. We shall now deduce an expression which the characteristic 

exponents of the periodic orbit (2) must satisfy. We have by (3) 

XjCO» = f,<«l ■*- S -.""t 

We let 

(10) ) - tfVrri * ** i î ' ». *> s 

The ^ are thaa developable in series of increasing powers of the 

pince is an analytic function of , Moreover, since Tc 

Till lack a constant term and we have 

:n) = => >, 
-4- terms in higher powers of 

here the arguments of the *¥ ^ are o,o,....o. 
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* ^ (* /'-a-1, s * 

The axe by hypothesis very small and as a first approximation 

we have 

a, . a-^4 * ^ ^ ^ . .. 

where the arguments of the —^ are o,o....o. We note that this 
b(*i 

is the same order of approximation as that with which we obtained the 

variational equations and the characteristic exponents. 

Consider a particular solution of (6) 

£, - 
. “^fc. x _ 
^ -^1 fe. 

- •-**.■*■ 
f, - A. S 

We .have 

<V-' 

<*4 ” * ’ 
r <rP) 

or 
* . < L *T ^ 

(13) /, ^KT'! ) 

Hence by (11) 

/ >_?. + ,-* 
*• 

♦- 

e. + 
>0, p* 

(14) 

f. H 
> 

<•*- • - 

k S 

( 0 - h S 

|î * o » /*J — j 

^ ‘ ' 

-t « v V 

If ^^are not all zero it follows that the determinant of 

the coefficient of this system of linear equations must vanish. 

Hence 

(15) 

must satisfy the determinantal equation. 

OV * M\ 
3t. .. . — ‘   -t\ ~ A. O /» ' - , 

, ,   

5 <*, 

3 ST». 

3 M> >v 
» r> ^ 

SLI- +1 

- 0. 

- fi- 
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The characteristic exponents are therefore roots of the 

determinantai equation (15), 

3. We have supposed that the do not involve t 
à 

explicitly. It can he pro^ved that in this case at least one of the 

charact .ristic exponents is zero. For if (2) is a periodic solution 

of <*> so also is 

where h is an arbitrary constant. The equations 

rc - <?<*<•* .-J 

therefore define a particular solution of the variational equations; 
Q. if ( '*'4 M 

but as   :   is evidently a periodic function of t, it 
> ^ -'H'T 

follows that the coefficient reduces in this case to unity. 

(16) 

4. Let us now consider the equation of dynamics 

. _ §J+ • _ 3 H = s • . M 

where t does not enter explicitly into H. Suppose that the 

equation * 

form a periodic solution of equations (16), of period dH, 

If we form the equations of variations in placing 

* T 
CtTi ni 

we get o XH 
£ $ £ _ ? u - 3 X\ 

H.-* 

»xJf 

^ ,5, 

iv p u 

%. ~ J5"I > 

d=LK,- 

( i*lv 

-I 

(17) 
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There is no confusion if we speàk of forming a solution 

of equation (17). We l^t /)'. 
*'• <? *" H J f: ^ 9 n I 

Mi ^ - f 
* 9 H 

be any other solution, we have 
- 3 ^ 

M 
** < 9* A; ^ *3 */l * 

(L = *.K 

<r 
r ». V *-•/ KJ. 

Form the sum 
r\ 

r t n; - r/ f; - f; r/ + rt li ) 
jî * , j * w 

= ^ ^rh. 1; + *1 * *7 J 
3T C. 

? v/* . iV, 

n _-v 

- r ? ( 1; 
-H 

» I k- < *■ h n 
, » ^ 

k. Z»Q 

i .a H 
*i **i**k. 

. 9 ^ * 9 -f» \ 

It follows that 
A J t ^ / v ^ 

x Mi £ -•*■< no = ô- 
4. * / 

Hence 

(18) / ( *1/ <7 -f/li)- 
L *i 4 

Poincare* goes dn to prove that because of the relation (18) 

the characteristic exponents of the equations of dynamics are two 

by two equal in absolute value but opposite in sign. 
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5. Many other theorems can be proved in the theory of 

characteristic exponents. The above results indicate something 

of the method. 

As to stability in general we see that there are many types^ 

of-trlu. These types, however, a-re not without some relation. 

The intuitive concept is basically the same. 
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MINIMAL SURFACES 

I.Introduction 

1, A curve is by definition the locus of a point whose 

coordinates are given by the equations 

(1) x* f^u), y*f2(u) fj(u), 

as u takes on all the values in a certain domain. We shall limit 

ourselves until further notice to real functions of real variables. 

The functions f^, fg, f3 are assumed to be analytic for all values 

of u in the domain considered. The equations (1) are the parametric 

equations of the curve. We say that the positive direction of the 

curve is that in which the parameter u increases. Clearly, the same 

curve may.be defined in terms of several different parameters, for 

we can make a change of variable of the type u. =. y CvJ. 
2. The limit of the perimeters of polygons inscribed in 

an arc as the number of sides increases and their lengths uniformly 

approach zero exists, and is given by 

•<.U) = / fyi- ♦- y '^ ^ 
«) *■'» J 

We then have 

which may be written 

-^5 * * * +- dy ' 

The differential ds is called the element of length of the arc. It 

is independent of the particular parameter used to define the curve . 

3. The tangent to a curve at a point M is the limiting 

position of the secant thru M and a point of the curve as 

the latter approaches M as a limit. It is easy to show that a 



tangent exists at each point of an analytic curve and that if -s (U 

denote the direction cosines of the tangent at the point (x, y, z) 

then / j 
p = / - 

ots > 

i _ 
Cr > - —T— 

tLS , 

From these equations it follows that if the convention be made that 

the positive direction on the curve is that in which the parameter 

increases, the positive direction upon the tangent is the same as 

upon the curve. 

4. Let Mf be two points on a curve, AB the length 

of the arc between the points, and A Ô the angle between the 
« d- & 

tangents. The derivative -^Ts exists and its value is 

( ~^} ~ ' C-zrs) + 

We agree that r o, ruling out those points for which it vanishes . 

Jie I 1 

I ~j^\ is called the first curvature of the curve at the point M, 

and is the radius of first curvature, ji is infinite if and 

only if there is no curvature at the point. 

5. The osculating; plane of the curve at the point M is 

the limiting position of the plane P passing thru the tangent 

line at the point M and thru a point of the curve as 

approaches M. Under the above hypotheses this plane exists. The 

normal to the curve at the point M which lies in the osculating 

plane is called the principal normal, and the normal which is per¬ 

pendicular to this plane at M is called the binormal. Consider 

a circle in the plane P passing thru M and and having at M 

the same tangent as the curve. The limiting position of this circle 

as approaches M is called the circle of curvature and its 

center the center of curvature. The positive directions of tangent, 
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principal normal, and binormal may be so chosen that this system has 

the same mutual orientation as the(x, y, z)-axes and center of cur¬ 

vature is on the positive half of the principal normal. 

6. A surface is by definition the locus of a point whose 

coordinates are given by the equations 

(2) x » ^(UJV), 

y ^ f2(u,v)^ 

z » f3(u,v)| 

as u,v take on all the values in a certain domain. The parameters u,v 

are assumed to be independent, and the functions f^,fg,f3 
are aseumed 

to be analytic for all values of u,v in the specified domain. We 

shall suppose further that to every point there corresponds one and 

only one pair of values u^v. The equations (2) are called the par - 

ametrlc equations of the surface. 

7. We shall consider later a transformation of parameters 

but we note here that the equation 

(3) z - 5 (x,y) 

likewise defines a surface for proper functions 3» . On the other 

hand, the system of equations {%) can be put in the form (3) if 

certain conditions as described in the material on transformations 

of parameters are satisfied. These are the only ways of defining a 

surface in which we shall be interested. 

8. It is seen that when u is held fast (u the 

equations 

x * f-^c^v) , y » f-gC^v) » z - f3(°2>v) 

define a curve upon the surface. By varying u we get an infinite 

family of curves u » const. In a similar way, there is an infinite 
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family of curves vi-const. The curves of these two families are 

called the parametric curves for the given equations of the surface, 

and u,v the curvilinear coordinates of a point on the surface. 

We say that the positive direction on a parametric curve is that 

in which the parameter increases. It is clear that thru every 

point on the surface there passes one and only one curve of each 

family. 

9. If we replace v in equations (2) by an analytic 

function of u, say (3) v ~ the coordinates x, y, z are 

analytic functions of a single variable u, and consequently the 
iJix* » 

locus of the point x, y, z is a curve. Hence equation JgËl v - y (^u‘> 
A <f(cx) 

defines a curve on the surface (2). The relation is equivalent 

to the equation : { , ?.. ,‘ 
C*0 * v- * °« ,£j§ 
Conversely, an equation of the form (u^) ~ o for which a or 

defines a curve upon the surface. For the non-vanishing-of one of 

these derivatives implies the existence of an equation of the form 

10. Let us consider a transformation of parameters. The 

formulas 

u - '-f, ^ ) 

V - 

establish a certain correspondence between the closed region A^ 

of the u,v-plane and a closed region A£ of the u^,v^-plane. We 

shall suppose the functions ahalyt/c. for all u^v^ in Ag, that 

there is a 1:1 correspondence between the points of A^ and the 

points of Ag, and that the functional determinant 

3 ? M. > 
9 Y *- 3 ? 

a w-i 
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does not change sign within tho it may vanish at certain points. 

The equations defining the surface ( 2. ) then become 

X * f^U^V}^, 

y = 

z =. ^3^U1>V1 

Because of the conditions on the functions' ^,^2 there exist 

analytic functions y if^ such that 

*1 - Y, ^ ^ » 

In terms of the original parameters u^.v the parametric lines 

— const. , v^ -= const, have the equations 

if, Cu , ✓) = ) 

■Q LUL, i/) -- 
• n i e r‘m 3 c+- xu.,i/ 

where a and b denote constants. It is easily verified that the two 

systems of parametric curves are the same if and only if either Y/ 

is a function of u alone and *fa *s a function of v alone, or if 

is a function of v alone and a function of u alone. 

11. Consider a curve ^ ~ O on the surface (2.). 

The linear element of the curve is given by 

ds2 ». dx2 +- dy2 . 2 
+- dz f 

or 

(5) 

where 

(6) 

ds2 * E du2 ■+■ 2 F du dv -i- G dv , 

2 

E 

F * 

- (H)* ►(&)**- 

^ y 

> u > v 
^ 4 

-3 u. U 

2 13 
g. v ) 

. gvj> w«r<-lVï> 
For any other curve equation (5) will have the same form but the 

relation between du and dv will depend upon the function, ^ * 
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Consequently ds is the element of any curve upon the surface* 

12. The functions E, F, G are called the first fundamental 
2 2 

quantities,, and the quadratic form E du 4* 2 F du dv G du 

the first fundamental form of the surface. For real surfaces and 

real parameters we shall suppose E > O ± Gt o. The functions 

YET > YcT are real and positive by definition. It is 

easy to verify that E, F, G are independent of the particular 

coordinate system used to define the curve, but they may vary with 

the parameters. 

13. We let 

A = *lï±3à 
3 Cu>,i/) 

and it follows from (6) that 

*$• 3 

E G - F2 - A2 -j- B2 f- C2 

The functions A,B,C cannot vanish identically for then it would 

follow that u and v are dependent and that equations (2) define 

a curve rather than a surface. We rule out of the discussion the 

points for which A » B C *0. It follows that the function 

H - VEG-F2 

is real for real surfaces referred to real coordinate lines. 

14. If we let ds „ and ds ^ denote the elements of aro 

of curves v = const, and u ~ const, respectively^we find 

from (5) 

(7) ds,, * YT du , ds ^ dv.. 

Hence, if Con d > ? u. i y OL 

denote the direction cosines of the tangents to these curves 

respectively^ we have 

o j- ar= rei OA „ > (X ^ a> & ft, = Ç - . ^ 
& Vs?, ? - * ^ **' ^ : 

u_ 

^ 1/ * ^ ^ ^ 
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r~» 
15. Let O — u *- 2. denote the angle formed by the 

positive directions of the tangents to the curves at the point 

Then 

(8) C,o-cu Co ^U. ^ 0, 
e 

M. 

16. When two families of curves upon a surface are such 

that thru any point one and only one curve of each family passes, 

and when, moreover, the tangents to the two curves at each point 

are perpendicular, the curves are said to form an orthogonal system. 

From (8) it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that 

the parametric lines form an orthogonal system is that 

(9) F = 0. 

17. A tangent line to a curve upon a surface is called 

a tangent line to the surface. The infinity of tangent lines at 

the point (x,z,z) all lie in a single plane which is called the 

tangent olane. Its equation is ^ » \ _ ^ 

-, ) r I-(7-T ‘ 

The normal to this plane at the point of contact is called the 

normal to the surface at the point. We shall take its positive 
A -T7~ l3 —7 C. 

direction asthat for which X" > JL ^ z: *■ ^ 

are the direction cosines. With this hypothesis the lines 

v &const, u * const, and the positive normal have the same 

mutual orientation as the (x,y ,z)-axes. 

18. The direction of the curve on the surface 

(2) is determined by dv . For there is only one sense in which the 
du 
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tangent to the curve v const, can he brought into coincidence with 

the tangent to the curve u ^ const, by a rotation of the amount OJ 

We say that rotations in tide direction are positive. If we let 0e> 

be the angle described in the positive sense when the positive half¬ 

tangent to the curve v const, is rotated into coincidence with 

the half-tangent to the curve 

<^> (u,v) — O ^ *=■ " j ✓ > 

then 

Oo 

0.0 
* 

-Â- £ rT Us 
c-<r*. 6. 

ht ** 

—L (E rr4 dLs 

From the last of these relations the above statement follows immediately. 

14. 

(10) 

We let a*, 
o ^ X 

3 £ 

IF 
a-liL 

_ *1  

X 
3a» 

D, D', D» are called the second fundamental 

and the differential form 

D to2 + 3 D* du dv -* D" dv2 

the second fundamental form of the surface. It measures the square 

of the distance from the point li^near to M (x,y,z) to the tangent 

plane at M. It may be shown that D, D1, D" are independent of the 

particular system of axes to which the surface is referred. 

15. Consider a point M on the surface. The positive 

direction of the normal is determined. Pass a normal section thru 

the normal. The plane and the surface determine a plane curve, ft*,*)-0* 

The radius of curvature of this curve lies in this iplane, and the 

center of curvature on the positive half of the principal normal, the 
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latter lying on the normal to the surface. We define the normal 
1 i 1 * curvature ^ of this curve as ^ s ^ % if the principal normal and 

the normal to the surface have the same sense, but as if 

they have opposite senses. R is called the radius of normal curvature 

of the curve. We find that as thus defined 

-v 
(11) 

1 D du^ -v 2D" du dv A. D" dv 

E du -i- 2 F du dv ^ dv 

It may be verified that at every point of a surface ■* varies continuously 
dv 

with the value of du. It is constant for a plan^knd a sphere and 

these are the only real surfaces with this property. For all other 
1 

surfaces there is a.direction for which R is maximum and one for 

which it is a minimum and these directions are at right angles to one • 
1 

another. The reciprocals of these limiting values of R are called the 

principal radii of normal curvature at the point. If we let 

and p, denote the principal radii, then « 
* i n n n TI i ® 

denote the principal radii, then 
1 DD' - 

K * — = — 
fl f 2 H 

K 
m 

= fi + ta - ED" - 2 F D» -t- 
12 

G D 

K is called the total curvature at the point and the mean 

curvature at the point. The directions for which Ç>, and 

are determined are given by the differential equation 

0*0 (JF x*. & o' yfêÿ + 
F 

* We note that every curve thru M with the same tangent as the 

curve has the same numerical curvature as that of the curve f(•*.»') 
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21. The equation (12) determines two directions on the 

surface, along one of which the normal curvature is maximum and along 

the other it is a minimum. This equation is equivalent to two 

equations of the first degree, such as 

(f3) M (u,v) du ■+• N (u,v) dv = 0. 

cl V 
These are obtained by solving (12) as a quadratic in It is 

known that an equation of the form (13) defines a dingle family of 

curves upon the surface. The determination of these curves when thus 

defined requires the integration of the equation which is always 

possible under our assumptions. We may write the two families in 

the form 

^ V ) - const. 

" const. 

We limit ourselves to such positions of the surface that through every 

point on the surface there passes one and only one curve of each 

family. These two families of curves are called the lines of curva¬ 

ture of the surface*. We may let. 

U - Y, “*> V ) t 

; ~ Y» <■*,(,>. 

and then the surface ( 2 ) is defined by 

X - ? (u, v), 

y * Tg fov), 

z - r (u,v) 
3 

♦When speaking of lines of curvature we imply that the 

surface is not a plane. 
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22. It may be verified that a necessary and sufficient 

condition that the lines of curvature be parametric is that 

(14) F - D* = 0. 

II. A Necessary Condition that a Surface Hava a 

Minimum Area. 

1. We are in a position now to introduce the subject 

indicated by the title. We have the theorem: 

Glven~a~slthpl® closed (analytic) curve C. If there exists 

a surface S bounded an area less than the area of 

every other (analytic) surface having the boundary C , then the 

mean curvature of S is zero at every point. 

Suppose the surface S defined by the equations 

x =- fx(u,v) , y ^ fg(u*v) > Z - f3(u,v), 

u,v rangiiv^ over the region P. Let l^(u,v) be an arbitrary (analytic) 

function of u,v vanishing on the curve C. The area of S is by 

hypothesis less than that of the surface Sf defined by the equations 

xx ^ x +- e X TJ(U,V), 

yx ^ y +- € Ï *»i(u,v), 

zx ^ z t- e i 

where £ is an arbitrarily small positive number. We compute by 

means of the formulas 

(15) 

>JT 
"? !/ u. ^ y 

iS f *3L >± 
r i/ ^ u. 

o. 

2-*- 

9* ^ 

21^ ? k 3- 

2-2- , - D, 

* -oj 
- o'! ■>J2- 

9- l' 
which are true for all surfaces, the fundamental quantities of S^, 
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E - 2 e *1 D £ * At J 

F1- F - 2 6 ^ t)' + ^ 6() 

G - G - 2 € ^ 0’' + £Z C(j 

R2 ^ H
2 - 2 * *\ H2Km r£

xA£ f-£
3G2 + ^ 

— H^ O *~ 2- ^ ^Ki-n b €■ A3 + £ G 3 +• £ ^ C ^ 

where A , Ag, Aj, B^ Bg, B3, 

upon 6, 

C , Cg, Cg &re functions not depending 

From the equations (7) and (8) it follows that the area 

of S^ is given by 

fj' H, cUcU-ffH TT^Je qKm 
By hypothesis this integral is a minimum when £ * O , hence 

(4e //Hi ^ - o ‘ ^ = o 
Since ^ is an arbitrary function it follows that must vanish 

at every point of the surface. Q , EL . D. 
A surface S giving a minimum area is called a minimal 

surface. It is characterized by the property that 

(16) H2Km “ ED11 - 2 F Dl -f G D ~ 0. 

We shall study minimal surfaces from uP 1 u rtiw as those 

for which the mean curvature ia zero at every point. This is 

sometimes taken as the definition of a minimal surface. 

III. Properties of Minimal Surfaces 

1. Let the lines of curvature of a minimal surface S 

be taken as parametric. Let and 

radii of normal curvature in the directions of the lines of curva¬ 

ture v a const, and u = const, respectively. We assume 

without loss of generality that p > o , Then because of 

equations ( 9.3 ) and (14) we can write (11) in the form 

I * O 

„ „ R p. FT p. 
Consider the following configuration in the tangent plane. With 

Fo denote the principal 
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the tangents to the lines of curvature taken as coordinate axis 

we lay off in the directions for which R is positive the segments 

and in the other direction — The locus of the end 

points of these segments consists of the conjugate equilateral 

hyperbolas , 
ê T -2 . 

f, ?' ’ t> ' ' 
This locus is called the Dupin indicatrix of the point* Because 

of the hyperbolic configuration the point is called a hyperbollc 

point. We note that R is infinite in the directions given by 

•*-!. These directions are called the asymptotic directions 

at the point. 

The first property of a minimal surface is then that every 

point is a hyperbolic point and the Dupin indicatrix is an equilat- 

eral hyperbola. 

2. Two curves on a surface through a point are said 

to have conjugate directions when their tangents at M coincide 
T 

with conjugate diameters of the Dupin indicatrix for the point. 

On the surface ( 2 ) the directions conjugate to any curve of 

the family 
J 

^ i. 
< ' - .i 

a# _ fi " )SV * o, 
) „ V a 

where denote the increments in the conjugate directions. 

The equation (17) defines a family of curves upon the surface. 

These curves and the curve 4^w> ‘O« const. °re said to form a 

conjugate system. In fact, any two families of curves are said 

*We note that if fl f^tfat a point M on a general surface^he 

Dupin indicatrix formed in the same way as above is an ellipse. 

If 4.0 *t“ i* 

are given by . > <h \ • 
, ^ YW h 1 J t u + 

Ci?) (DâV - ° '»u‘ 
c 
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to form a conjugate system when the tangents to a curve of each 

family at their point of intersection have conjugate directions. 

It may be proved in consequence of (17) that a necessary and 

sufficient condition that the parametric curves form a conjugate 

system is that 

(18) Dl =“ 0. 

Because of (18) and (14) the lines of curvature form a conjugate 

system and the only orthogonal conjugate system. 

The asymptotic directions are self-conjugate. These 

directions are determined by 

(19) D du2 -f 2 D1' du dv t* DV/dv2 * 0. 

The lines defined by (19) are called the asymptotic lines of the 

surface. One curve of each family passes through every point 

and admits a*tangent one of the asymptotic directions at the point. 

We now may state the second property of minimal surfaces: A 

necessary and sufficient condition that the asymptotic lines form 

an orthogonal system is that the surface be minimal. 

The condition is sufficient for if on a surface we take 

the asymptotic lines as parametric, then by (19) we have 

(20) D « D*1 » 0, 

since on the lines u const 

and on the lines v * const, 

are orthogonal it follows that 

Hen0® K _ E pU 

m 

. we must have D** o, 

D s. 0. If the asymptotic lines 

F Pj (9). 

2FD t G B1 

H2 “ 

On the other hand, supposing the surface minimal, and 

again taking the asymptotic lines as parametric, we have 

(20) D *• D*A - o. 
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Hence F - o^ since ^ 0. Hence the asymptotic lines 

are orthogonal (9). 

3. The curves v = const, and u =. const are called 

isometric curves when aiid only when the linear element can be put 

in the form 

(21) ds2 , ^ (u. j j/ ) ( d*^ ^ +- dsts* * ) # 

Because in this case F it is seen that the two families 

J form an orthogonal system. Moreover, the élément of arcr the curve 

v — const, is du and that of u •=■- const, is Ÿ7i dv. 

Consequently, when du and dv are taken equal, the four points 

(u,v) , (u-j-d^v) ,/ (u +■ du,v+ dv), (u,v+- dv) form approximately 

the vertices of a small square. 

It is the third property of minimal surfaces that the lines 

of curvature form an Isometric system. To prove this we need the 

fundamental equations of Mainardi-Codazzi. These two authors 

proved independently that the fundamental quantities of the general 

surfacd (2.) must satisfy the relations: 

?D __ 0 
"3 V ^ OL 

r' à £ rz ^ Q 
^ ^ y * ^ cu 

(22) 
_ fz u- - F 3 v 

& 0 
«• 

2 H ~ 

d- O ' 

7. H 

o' 

0 t- uu 9u-b' 
2 H 

F 4^- - F — +2. » 

"5 w_ > 

t F 

_ p Q 
-f 

» 6^: . nr 3 ^ 
^ oc 

*P U J. 
-G, ^ •-zG'jtÉ 

D 
~3- u_ 

2F ^ H 

2 H 

JLf K# 
2_L_0_^D»_ 

3^ JT — * 
FH-ZJLITL * 

   5-H 
Now, if on the general surface (2) we take the lines of 

curvature as parametric we have by equation (14) 

F - D» - 0 . 

The equations (22) then reduce to 
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24. -_s£. c o <k *-Oi'E)-- O, 

(23) 2 H * ( 0 <k t~b" E) - O. >U > << 

But if we suppose surface is minimal^we have 

(24) DG f ED" ~ o. 

Hence _> D _ p O " ^ 

HT “ ’ 

It follcwfcthat D is a function of u alone, and D” a function 

of v alone. On a minimal surface, when the lines of curvature 

are parametric, neither D nor Dw can vanish, (see equation (11 )J 

We may suppose without loss of generality that D > o. We can 

write the linear element in the form 

ds2 = “S’ (D du2 - D* dv2), 

because of (24). We then let 

tc P CuJ *■ f etc<-/, 

7 ' rû ' r^F" ^ 
ù 

It follows that by changing the parameters to u,v the linear element 

becomes of the form 

ds^ - % (dû2 •»-' dv2) 

But as we have already pointed out in Part I, paragraph 8^ the curves 

u ~ const, are the same as those u -a. const, and similarly for 

VJÿ . Hence the lines of curvature remain iparametric and the theorem 

is proved. 

The converse of the theorem is not true sirme there exist 

surfaces whose lines of curvature form an isometric system but which 

are not minimal; e.g. surfaces of revolution other than the catenoid 

H. Many properties of minimal surfaces are related to their 

spherical representations. We consider a sphere of unit radius 



with center at the origin of coordinates. The spherical image of a> 

point M on a general surface S is the extremity vr\ of the radius 

of the unit circle drawn parallel to the positive direction of the N 
normal at M. The totality of the spherical Images of the points of 

S constitute the spherical representation of S. We consider only 

those surfaces or jxal-'ts of surfaces for which no two normals are 

parallel. The points of the spherical representation are then in a 

1:1 correspondence with those of the surface S. As a point M 

moves along a curve on S, its image YT\ describes a curve on the 

surface. 

The coordinates of m are the direction cosines of the normal 

at M, namely 2 so that if we put 

■ ■<*)•► ft? r KTî); 
f 2X iX. * !S_ >5 
_ ?"tt- ^ K > > y i 

(25) F 

G 

> «_ 
a-jr >-.51 
> u. \s 

■> >* / ’ * 
then the square of the linear element in the spherical representation is 

( 26 ) ^ -f~ 2- du* cLi/-* f- sty JLv-> r 

Several formubs will be of use to us; we write them down 

without derivation 

(27) 

(28) 

where R 

( OQ \ 

E > K D - K E, 
m 

F = - K F, 

G a - KG; 

d<r** Cds* 

is defined by (11); 

e o"_ £ o ' + ^ û 



where X 

If it is possible to represent one surface upon another in 

such a way that angles between corresponding lines on the surfaces 

are equal^then the first surface is said to have conformal represen¬ 

tation upon the second. We state without proof that a necessary 

and sufficient condition that the representation of one surface 

upon another be conformal is that the first fundamental coefficients 

be proportional when the two surfaces are referred to corresponding 

system of lines; the factor of proportionality being a function of 

the parameters. 

The fourth property of a minimal surface is that its spher¬ 

ical representation is conformal. This property is an immediate 

consequence of the above theorem and equations (27). 

The converse is partly true. If the spherical represen¬ 

tation of a surface is conformal^then either the surface is minimal 

or else the principal radii of curvature are equal. For by (27) 

KJJJD = (K +- ^l) E, 

K_D* = (K (-^4) F, 
I " 

K D11 ^ (K 
U1 % 

where ^(ny). we multiply the first, second and third of 

these equations by G, - 2 F, E, respectively and add, we get 

K2
m =• 2 (K +M). 

If we multiply by D", - 2 D^D respectively and add, we get 

«£(*-*)*<>. 

Hence, either = 0, in which case the surface is minimal and 
2 

yti»-/£ or else Ai - K , in which case K *- 
. » i v _ m, 

4 K so that 
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5. The fifth property of a minimal surface Is that the 

spherloal representations of the lines of curvature form an iso- 

metric system. To proove this we take the lines of curvature as 

parametric lines. Then F = 0, and as in Paragraph 3 of 

this part £ - IL where U is a function of u. alone and V 
G V - 

is a function of v alone. Hence ^ 
g ' 1 HJlvi) 

0 and JQ zr 

As in Paragraph 3 this is a sufficient condition that the lines on 

the sphere v=. const., u => const, form an isometric system. 

IV. Imaginary Surfaces and Curves 

1. Our discussion has been concerned so far with real 

functions of real variables. Consider now the system of equations 
I 

x « fi (u,v), y .= f2(u,v), z * f3(u,v), 

where fi, fg, .s f^ are analytic complex functions of the complex 

variables u,v. As an extension of the idea of real surfaces we 

will say that the system of equations defines a surface. It is 

possible that x,y,z may be real for all values of the complex 

variables u,v in the domain considered. Illustrations of this 

will arise. We will say that the surface is real if x,y,z are 

real for all u,v in the domain considered. A surface may have 

real as well as imaginary sheets. We define 

1 11 
E, F, G D, D , D , H, £ % as ^or real surfaces. We say 

that a surface is minimal if and only if * 

(30) E D 
It 

-2FD* /- GD O. 

We note that the first and second fundamental quadratic forms are 

real for real surfaces though u,v may be imaginary. Every 

geometrical concept so far presented results in a condition upon 

or relation between the fundamental quantities. In discussing 

imaginary surfaces and lines we use these geometrical names when 

the analytic conditions are satisfièd. 

♦See note of Paragraph 2 of this Part. 
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is defined as 

2. Consider the system of equations 

(31) x ^ fx(u) , y fg(u), z f3^u)> 

where f^, fg, fg are functions of the complex variable u, analytic 

in a certain domain. As an extension of the concept of curves for 

real variables we say that equations (31) define a curve. The 

distance from the point f (uo)the point !> A 

SQ.o is then an analytic function of the complex variable u 

and independent of the path over which the integral is taken if 

we exclude those points (by cuts, for instance) at which the 

integral vanishes from the range over which u is allowed to 

vary. If ^ ^ ft > 

then s ~s- ^ ^ 

£ <sL . 

In particular, when s(u) =». o for every point u the 

curve defined by (31) is said to be a minimal curve or a line of 

zero length.* A necessary and sufficient condition that s(u) = ° 

is that 

f^-V- if t If = 0. 

*We have omitted the surface for which H vanishes identically 

and the mean curvature is undefined. This case is treated by the 

theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that H s 0 is 

that the surface be a tangent surface to a minimal curve. By a 

tangent surface to a real curve is meant the totality of the points 

on the tangents to a twisted curve. If the curve be defined by 

x = fi(t), y - f
g(t), z *3(t), 

then the equations of the tangent surface are t » t ^ 
i - %(*> *- ^ (Jt) + „ t (*) 

We say that an imaginary surface is a tangent surface to a minimal 

curve if it can be written in this form. 
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3. Consider the real surface 

(32) x — f]_(u,v) , y ^ f2(u,v) , z ^ f3(u,v), 

where now f,, f„, f are real functions of the real variables 
® 3 

u,v. The minimal lines on this surface are obtained by placing 

(33) E du^ f 2 F du dv b G dv^ -=" 0. 

The equation (33) is equivalent to the two equations 

E du + ( F+iH ) dv ^ 0, 

E du 4- ( F - i H ) dv ^ 0. 

‘Each of these equations defines a distinct family of imaginary 

curves* upon the surface. The first of these equations can be 

written in the form 
p (u.yv) s. .. , 

where <f?(u-,i/) is a complex function of the real variables u,v. 

The second then takes the form 

^(u,v) const., 

where ^(u,v) is the conjugate to^Cw.,K) . We let 

u. 

v - y* (.u) y )j 
then JUZ ^ cL^ 4. ^ 

^4* C CL(A^ t- ( P j- je H ) J 

dw ^ y ( E (Lou (p + Jù tf ) 
where is the conjugate of ^44 • If we take u, v as the 

new parameters the surface is defined 

X ^ 7x(u ,v), y - f2(ü,v), z - f3(û,v), 

and the linear element is of the form 

ds ■*. 'Tv du dv, 

*The condition that the minimal lines coincide is equivalent to 

the condition that H vanishestàc** *‘c *nY* 
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where 7l is a real quantity. Thi6 is the form of the linear element 

when the surface is referred to its minimal lines. Thus a necessary 

condition that the minimal lines be parametric is that E -= G =* 0. 

The condition is obviously sufficient. 

When the linear element has the form 

ds2 - "X du dv, 

the parameters u,v are said to be symmetric coordinates of a point. 

We state without proof that when u,v are symmetric coordinates of a 

point any two arbitrary (analytic) functions of u and v respec¬ 

tively are symmetric coordinates, and they are the only ones. 

In a similar wàky^we get the minimal lines of an imaginary 

surface by setting 

E du2 + 2 F du dv •+ G dv2 = 0. 

The condition that the minimal lines be parametric is that 

E =. G - 0. 

V. More Properties of Minimal Surfaces 

1. We speak now of real or imaginary minimal surfaces. 

The sixth property is set forth in the theorem: A necessary and 

sufficient condition that a surface be minimal is that the minimal 

lines form a conjugate system. 

For if the surface is minimal and we take the minimal lines 

as parametric we have E * G ss 0. Hence - 0 by equation 

(30)^since F ^ 0. Hence the minimal lines form a conjugate system. 

On the other hand, if the parametric lines form a conjugate 

system, then 

E - G “ D* - 0 
> 

so that K ^ 0. 
m 

2. The seventh property of a minimal surface is that the^ 

spherical representations of minimal lines are themselves minimal 
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lines. For if we take the minimal lines as parametri^ then 

E ■=» G - 0. Consequently £ * »*• O^because of equations (27) 

The converse of this proposition is partly valid; that is 

to say, if the spherical representations of minimal lines on a sur¬ 

face are themselves minimal lines, then either the surface is minimal 

or else its principal radii of curvature are equal. For take the 

minimal lines on the surface as parametric curves; then 

E -=*- G =0. ' 

B «.T S - V - K E , 

K^** -KG. 

Hence, when these parametric lines are null lines on the sphere^we 

have 

K D 
m 
K D' 
m 

If 

- 0, 

~ 0. 

Either K a 0, or D ~ D — 0. Hence either the surface 
m * 

is minimal or else it has its principal radii of curvature equal. 

3. Consider a minimal surface referred to its minimal lines. 

We have E G ■*- 0, and since the minimal lines form a con- 

- 0. From the equations of definition 

3- 

jugate system 

«. tty + 

tfe get by differentiation and simple reduction 

%Tu. \ f- ^ 2-3: x ^ L — -0, ^ U- > 

>7 0=3.. *- «T" iffe s-3 23 
Making use of these and also ■|. A 3*^ 

J- 
z 

1 Gr - O 

V 
-frUd r f- Ï 

? x 3. 

> V 

-- O' - o> 
we see that x, y, z must satisfy the equation 

3X e 
O 

*9- u. 
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It follows that x, y, z must be of the form 

x = 0 (u) V.(v), 
1 1 

(33) y =, U2(u) 4 V2(v), 

z =, U3(u) * ?3(v). 

When we Impose the Condition that the surface Is to be minimal we 

find that it is necessary, morebver, that 

(34) U*2 4- 4. u£2 - 0, 
.% ■ •%* ,2- 

vi va = °- 
For a given minimal surface the functions O, Y are de¬ 

termined, but on the other hand, we note that any set of arbitrary 

define a minimal surface referred to 

its minimal lines. 

Now on the surface (33) the minimal curve 

(u,) - W. 

\ ~ U2(u> - °S<°2>. 

H - »3(«) * . V°3>, 
•«here C2 is a constant is congruent to the parametric curve 

*3 - «L<u) +• T1(0i), 

(35) yg ^ U2(u) + v2(ox), 

z =, U,(u) 
2 3 * w- 

where C is a constant; that 

x2 ” *1 » V°i> ^(03), 

y3- yl - VCl) ♦- W- 
*3 - *1 = Vci> o3(oa). 

Hence the minimal surface can be generated by effecting upon the 

parametric curve 

h * 

y3 = W + Vv)' 
z3 = V°3> 4 VÇ>« 
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a translation in which each of its points describes a curve con-' 

gruent with the curve (35). That is, 

x - x3 +. xx ■*. U^u) * V-^v), 

y »• y3 + yi = +■ ^g(v)> 

z Z3 f zx - 
ü
3(u) 4- V3(v). 

For this reason a minimal surface is said to be a surface of trans¬ 

lation. a property which is true of all surfaces defined by equa¬ 

tions of the type (33). 

It is clear from equations (33) that a minimal surface is 

the locus of the midpoint of the line joining Sny two points on 

the two minimal curves 

X1 ' 2 Ul^u^ yi ~ 2 02(u), ^ **- 2 U3(u); 

x2 " 2 Vl^u)» y2 - 2 Vg(v), Zg ^ 2 V3(u), 

the midpoint of two points (x^, y^, z^), (Xg, yg, Zg) being 

defined as usual as 

*1 +- x2* yl +■ y2 * Z1 ■*“ z2 

2 2 2 

The converse is also true; that is to say, if we let N,, 

Ng be two minimal lines in space, let be any point on N 

and Pg any point on Ng then the locus of the middle point of 

P^ Pg is a minimal surface. For the coordinates of P^ can be 

represented by 

%1 v 3 0 (u), yx ^ 2 Ug(u), z1 ^ 2 &3(u), 

where D£2 ^ Ug ^ U| m. 0. The coordinates of Pg can be 

represented by n *S < v) , 

'sd-uuu ^ x^‘^_ U_^(u) +- V^(v), 

yl “ °2^u^ *" Vg(v), 

Z1 ' °3
(u) ** V3(v)» 

and therefore for its locus we have £ « G s D/ ~ 

^ a A .^( i/J i 
0-^ X&JL* 0*1— 
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Hence the surface i6 minimal. 

If the two curves are conjugate, that isjdefined by con¬ 

jugate imaginary functions,then the surface is real. 

VI. The Equations of Enneper 

1. Consider the minimal surface 

x(u,v) = Ux(u) + Vx(v), 

(36) z(u,v) = Ug(u) 4 Vg(v), 

z(u,v) * ü3(u) V3(v), 

V*2 v2 +> V 
4 2 

0 for all where U{2 ^ Uj3 a Vj2 +- 

u,v in the domain under consideration. We may suppose without 
i 

loss of generality that ^ ,£0 , we exclude those 

points for which they vanish. Let 

U. t c UJ 

where in general u a function of u. Setting aside for the 

moment the case in which ü is a constant we obtain 
i 

(37) u If ( u- ; 

a single valued analytic function of u, 

at least for that part of the domain of u for which no two 
mmm 

values of u give the same value of u , and • In tlie 

corresponding region of u we may take u as the variable para¬ 

meter, we have 

o; 

(38) iV_ 
l-u * 

^ 1 

u. 

/ 

Û > 

U - c u. ) cL<z 
c C I f- u. 3-u- ^ ~ V > 

liV by definition. We let where 
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Ux(u), 0 (u) = 
1 _ 
Ug(u) ' ü2(u) 

then 

U3(u) 

BJ(u) 

U^(u) 

U^(u) 

- U3(u), 

_ dû 
* U*(û) du , 
_ _ du 

' U£(u) du , 
dû 

» U'(u) du , 

and 

so that . 
X t w* » - * 

“iO ^-k (' - 
Ü£(ïï) * -jj- ( / f“û J" < 

üè^) - U. ^COL)^ 

( <f>LCL)t |r ) ^ 

ÿ(û>^) ^ (,*. tfÇ x)£'fr)M rüJ*-,+ 

? ,a^ ' * l‘P(a,','J * /“JTj t*j/rf * ÿ, <«•) ■«■ ^ c»-j, 
where a is in the region of u. These integrals are independent 

of the path of integration in this region. 

Similarly, we define v by « 

-VV~ 1 7s * R<y>. 

In the domain of v corresponding to the domain of V in which no 
_ dv _ 

two values give the 6ame value of v and dv we may take v 

as the variable parameter of the second set of minimal lines. We 

have V ■=■ '+/ 

j~ (y) 4^- n -*s~ ty^) 

or 

KV). _ Vj(r) _ V,' t«U 
0 -X ( If'i'1') 2- U 

Vt' <>) —- - — «■«* t^ - , V? ' f 3 ' 
-VO* ( f ^ V' % ) 2 

-- -t }E <v). 
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Hence, if u,v are variables we have the surface defined by _ ». 

a- ■ *- ■ ■ -K^vd) ^ J 
(40) 

t =- ca P; - «-(t, v (PO * I- /''p <£p + ü C«J *■ K> ^ % 

where -£ is in the region of v. Equation (40) then define the 

surface-or at least part of it—referred to its minimal lines. 

Any minimal surface can be put in a corresponding form, restriction 

as above being made. 

2. We consider now the case in which one (not both) of 

the quantities u,v is constant. Let u - c, a constant. It is 

different from zero. We have 

u- - t ' ) 4 

U 

U 

, c^; v. 

whenc e 

X » 

*'i ( 

/ - c 

r+ c_' 
) U3 * C‘ 

) U3 ^ 
C? + 

+ * l^a ^ ) 

where c., cc are constants. The curves, V * const, on the sur- 

face are straight lines, meeting the circle at infinity; the surface 

is an imaginary cylinder. 

If both u and v are constants we find similarly 

x~ t C 1 Zc~~ ) >4 
T t C î±Æi) u,.ii ij? 

f - U. 

where ^2 are constaivts* The surfacejln this case is a plane 

in the sense that these three equations are equivalent to one of 
the fcr^> 

*■ Ai * ^ Bi y f C, j 
where A,. 8..C,, are constqn + s. 
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3. If u,v are independent parameters and if 

are two arbitrary functions analytic in certain domains neither 

identically zero, the equations 

* '2 cL* r± (t-pV3i ^) 

Ul) y ’Î <. (6) U - i , t pVZt?' d'p> 

% ' ***$_&■> <L& + Jjf p £ (£) cl p 
define a unique minimal surface referred to its minimal lines. 

The numbers a,b fix the position of the surface in space. If 
woul</ 

any other pair were inserted the new surface^differ from the old 

only by a translation in space. Hence two functions^ ) 3E 

determine a surface uniquely except for a translation in space. 

It is customary to write equations (41) with indefinite integrals, 

thus determining the surface except for its position in space. 

We shall use the above notation for clarity. The main point is that 

with every pair of analytic functions there is associated a minimal 

surface unique to its position in space. 

On the other hand, with every minimal surface there is not 

associated a unique pair of functions j|r Tp . For consider the 

8urfao'*,<«.,,v,) - i Ç' (/-^r, (<*.) rifj^(I-e,’■)*,( 
(43) j, - t 

(} */“’cA, &,(*,) ?, 3-, <?/>4 
^ t ! 

integrations being carried out over curves in the u^v^^ planes 

respectively. If 

ux = - v , ^ - u, 

and we make the corresponding change of variables 

we get 



9 | —30— | to y 
F, “IT ) - */ (“-//i) ~ ~2 j ( »-/ )]&(.<£■) J.<A+iJ(i-p*Æ(jp)M 

x _± “V -v 
WîJ u. / ' 'J-, (“-» ^ * /t**' 3 <£</; -/- f ^ P £ (go d* P. 

-& ! ' O,/ 
Comparing these equations with the surface (41) we see that 

xi(ui,v1) =- 
1 

X (-V, 
1 1 

1 
- u) 

1 
* x(u,v) -t- const., 

yi(ui,vx) = y., (-v, 
1 1 

- Ü) 
1 

* y(u,v) const., 

*!(ui,v ) =. zx(-v, - ü) - z(u,V) +■ const. 

If fin iparticmlar, a - - 
1 

b 
1 

"a, 
, the surfaces are identical 

But the choice of parameters ul>vl and of functions 

such that the surface (42) shall differ from (41) only perhaps by a 

translation in space is not great. We know that if ui,v^ is ony 

other pair of parameters which define the minimal curves then either 

or 

u^u) , vx 

^ =, u^v) , vx 

In either case we must have 

(43) dx dx_ dy - dy 

— v*(u) 

» v1(u). 

dz ^ dz. 1 » ^ ~ — 1 * 

Hence, in the first case, it is necessary that , in tne urst case, it is necessary tnat , , aij- ,, , j 

(I-^JTOO JU. C, - ^ f^ 

( 1 <<-0 cU- « (u 

U. 3l CuO = u-| JU^t t ^12 t„) = ( ^ •' 

Hence we must have 

u, - u., , 2: ( ( w-» )» v ~ t/’# * ^ 

The first case then permits no new determination of the functions 3?, 9E, 
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In the second case, equations (43) lead to . 

( H-u.’Oaf cU- = -(|f u, *)£>,(✓,) *U-,; ( It* *)£ l*) ^ ’ 0+*.V-£, K) £*>, , 

u.^ Cu) -- i/( ï/ (✓,) 1/ F u) M.jï.iu,,) 

Hence it is necessary that 

U.*, » 2. <ÊT ( U-) - - in) , «., ■'---i, + o')=--sÆi>i\ 

This possibility we have already treated. 

4. A few facts about minimal surfaces result^ immediately 

from the equations of definition (4t). We compute 

E - 0, F - 2"(l i-u. a 0, 

so that the linear element is 

d.8 « H 

The functions l,ï ? 

(44) X ? X 
are given by 

o C V~ I*') 
Kju/yy 

If lï-U'U' > —i- u, 'V' > 

and the linear element of the spherical representation is 

l cr 4 flitM 

c |-f u. i/)a • 
The functions D, D1, D" are given by 

D -= -3TLU.;, D‘ * 0, • D" Us) 

By equations (12) the lines of curvature are given by 

(45) ÜT Cw-) (Lu^X - Ci/) Jsir'* * o . 

By equation (19) the asymptotic lines are given by 

(46) C.U.) 4- JE CU) CLAJ''^ - 6. 

These equations are in such a form that we have the theorem: When 

a minimal surface is referred to its minimal line by the Enneper 

equations, the finite equations of the lines of curvature and 

asymptotic lines are given by quadratives which are the same in 

both cases. 
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4. We seek now a condition that the minimal surface defined 

by equations (41) be real. 

tc -a. + ** yU, j t U-) = A 1 ^ ) -f- d ( M). 

Let the curve over which the integral is to be taken be defined by 

~ C+j ( A) . 

WhereUP is ananalytic function of 7\ . There is no loss of 

generality in the assumption because the integral is independent 

of the path. We then have - . 

(>">)- <3, M, (*i)ù'ch)}d* A 
( I - <£- ""S3L v w'7 * ~ V ' ' 

*1 

>6 
z 

5-/ ^ * = i 

/ t <<«oU ~ ^ ^ À 

4 +i. / ^ u ^ (A)} - <32 C 

/%;3rc^*U .% I p, (A, lüU))-0,(^‘-,»V^ 

Cj‘ CM ^ ^3 ( ^ 'j ~h A. 

where a’ is the real part of a and P^, Pg, P^, Q-^, Qg, Qg are 

functions determined by 3T and *J7 

Define 

* A 8 -W.'1f-'BÇV 
It is easily seen that 32T(-*') is an analytic function of v. 

The values of the integrals involving v are independent of the 

path. Let b be the conjugate of a and take the integrals 

over the path defined by 

7j - -_/V -* - ^ ("\) . 

Then we have 



■£ J* i ». A. (? -~ij ** I (AO - Qi nt<~ <•*>)*'<*>} 42 
• •'l' a1 

_i j"* J Q, (*' ^ u»u,'(*) + Ç <*)^(*>} l*, 

O-' ' 

i- | ‘'(■Hp2-,S'(P),?lP = ■£ / , { ûi H, 

/ * /P ( 71, U, M>) - ûjfo.O'MO^'alJ 
V' C z 

y ^ » 

I p fcf»^ fi = I I p |) w(») I d> 

4> a.* i J * 

- i f I +rJ 
(À.* 

x-_ 
2. 

Hence# when v Is the conjugate of u, Æ the conjugate 

of îk and the integrals are taken between corresponding points 

the surface ba&wi*e.nrffee^H^B'geadAag-petint&^ t fa«’»iuiu»£aesg> Is real and 

we have 

* = R \_ |V«‘> *<•*> *-*l , 

y . R i Ù J *(,*-'>*"> •»•*!, 
O* 

z - R L L 

<x- 
Conversely, we will show that these sufficient conditions 

are likewise necessary. We note that if the surface is real its 

spherical representation must be real. From the equations (44) 

y_-_L? 
we have y -»■ i 1 

U. x V' * 
I - i ' 1-2- 

Hence u,v must be conjugate imaginaries. Let 

U = > 4 , v = A - «*' ->* j- 

then we can write 

„ fU>, Ml *. Si », - £(*. Ml -*■ ‘ } X 
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where ^_A 
P A 
p_£ 
p ^ 

P g 

p g 
' p A 

9 C 
PA 
P C 

9 g 
P ^ > 

P_D 
P A 

and similar expressions for y, z. But since 

have 

B(* M ) =r 

i 

x is real we must 

and therefore 

^ A „ 

- D ( A, ^ 

&C. 

) 

Hence 

9 *+ 
Likewise 

P_^ 
- PA 

+• t 

P- A 
P B. 
P/«^ 

P g - P_Ç 
> A p ^ 

P A 
J 

£c. 

- 4 
9 O 
» A 

p_Jf 
conjugate of p 

PJâ 
P U. 

Ai 
> u_ 

IA 
conjugate of ~^v » 

_ conjugate of 

Hence 

px. 7 
Pu. " *• pu. 

>_* 1 a-^ • 
- *• à v 

1 9 U J 

sr conjugate of >✓ 

But by the equations of definition (41) 

Si*** - f£ 

aavi - -H * i|$ . 

Hence 5TIA> must be conjugate imaginaries. 
J 

Hence, when the surface is real, it is necessary that v 

be the conjugate of u, ^ be the conjugate of A .In 

general it is likewise necessary that the lower limits of inte- 

gration be/ t^çisaaEy. For if b is not conjugate to a we have 

X . t r i l' * Î f‘*' J‘>- 
y , i V -i’l" -Â C <>*?'> 

o *- JL 

+ Ie j ** *> 
4> 

where c is the conjugate of a. The surface is real if and only if 
Ÿ OJVTT H> 

the imaginary points ' of the indicated integrals are all zero. 
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VII. Double Minimal Surfaces 

Consider the minimal surface >£ defined by the equation* 

(41). We suppose the surface real. It has been pointed out that 

the equation (42) defines a surface which differs from & 

only perhaps by a translation in space if 

u * 1 
1 v » 

r - i— x u » 

Suppose further that 

(47) 

which is of course a single relation. These relations hold when 

and only when 

itt) - - i- i) , 'Flt> ' -1« &*> ■ 

$<yt) s - AX . 

Now 

x * A,( = £ f V. —{ J ) >-#. Z) > 
4. 

V***0 * 4 ( “v » + «/,*) ï§c^ ) ' f » + 

«. * * «. 1 

In these expressions we can replace by ^ 
I 

^ ^> ui ^•*, ^ , 

and then change the notation ^ ^ c*. ^ 

We then have » __ . ^ 

( ut/- £ J * ( I d ** - £~ ft+ fl KJ 

f ^ & • 
- j. 

t> 
-Jt 
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We note that ^ 

j ^ I, * 1 - •* 4 / ( *-fi*) *?i*) d 6' 

"i «. 4 • l 

V*-,*' - !a(-Vi"Lj +- ( r X 1 1 -i J (H-fi*) F*JS#) 
^ ^ ^ I 

£ <*,»') * ^ (' V, "L) ■*■ \ ~ Æîr^JtA^l + f . 

Hence we see that under ^he hypothesis (47) the Cartesian 

coordinates of the points u,v and -1. ^-,1 differ at most by 
v u 

constants. If these constants are all zeros the surface is said 

to be double. A double surface has the property that if we trace 

a path on the surface from the point u,v to the point -JL -1. 
v * u 

we return to the same geometrical position while the normal as 

shown by equations (44) assumes a position directly opposite to 

its initial position. Thus is possible, withohfc any breach of 

discontinuity, to pass from any position to the same position as 

though the surface were pierced at that place. In other words, 

the surface has one side instead of the familiar two sides. 

VIII. Adjoint Surfaces 

Consider the minimal surface S 

x = ' üx(u) + Vx(v), 

(48) y = U2(u) Vg(v), 

z =- Uj(u) 4 V3(v), 

where U*2 + U*2 + U*f = V*2 V^2 V*2 - Ol 
1 2 3 l 2 3 * 

The functions 0,V may be those opposing in the Enneper equations. 

The linear element of the surface is given 
« .dU, dV. dU5 

ds2, 2l_l _1 . _J 
». ^3 

- 4* 
dV3 
 _± du dv 

*du dv du dv du dv 

CQ 

li + <*V*3 4 ^3 d^3^ * 

The linear element will have the same form for all minimal surfaces 

defined by 
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i X - 1 ^ 
1 * 

X Jr JL V 
* 1 

i X . .1 > V, 
fi. U 2. * A t 

> 

(49) ï X _ i * / 
1 - * j 

where ^ is any constant. There is an 

called associate minimal surfaces. 

Because the linear element has 

member of this family each is applicable upon any other member of 

the family. For real surfaces the significance of this is that 

the p0s4*#®a of one surface in the neighborhood of any point can 

be so bent as to be made to coincide with the corresponding portion 

of the other surface without stretching or duplication. 

It is readily found that the direction cosines of the normal 

to any one of the family have the values 

u+y -n- - t' -1 

I 4-WV 
X* T« i = 

U. v - » 

J-f u ^ • — I + **•*' 

Hence any two ^associate minimal surfaces defined by (49) have their 

tangent planes at corresponding points parallel. 

2. Among the surfaces associated with (48) is the surface 

X1 - i ui - * V. 

(SO) ïl = 1 “2 - 1 "j 

■j. - i03 - iTS 

found by taking %= Vi . The surface (50) is called the adjoint 

of the surface (48). It might be noted that the adjoint of the ad¬ 

joint is not the original surface. 

In order that the surface 5$ be real it is necessary that 

U differ from the conjugate of V by at most a real constant. 
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Hence,if S Is real, is real or can be made real by a transla¬ 

tion. Conversely, if is real U can differ from the conjugate 

of V by at most a pure imaginary constant. Hence 6 can be 

made real if is real. 

The adjoint surface is not definite in position. That is to 

say^a surface may have infinitely many adjoints which differ by 

translations in space. For the original surface can be written as 

x - (0x(u) -+ a) + (Vx(v) - a), 

(51) y * (n2(u) + a) +• (Vg(v) “ 

z r (U3(u) + a) 4- (V3(v) - a), 

where a is an arbitrary constant. But the adjoint of the sur 

face determined by equations (51) is 

x - X1 2 i a, 

*1 
zi 

+ 2 i a, 

+ 2ia, 

3. 

x - 

When ^the surface S is expressed in the form 

£ [ ( 4- J / V . ~ O') ** 
c. . * _ 

(52) 

J 

u, i ‘ t'->*')*<*> •**, 
^ L i + * 

ar J . J (3 4 G 

M - - £ J ( l VJPC^/ ^iA) 
0 • & I* 

, j " - J - v- / &V* J <*■ 
» • - Â * 

l 
the adjoint is u 

y.. = > / <• 

(53) 

From the equations (53) it follows that the lines of curva¬ 

ture and the asymptotic lines are given respectively by t 

t ^ i*.) tX**- 

t* ( Æ («•■> 

+. CÀ r V - O 

^ V “ ô . 
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Comparing these with the equations (45) and (46) we see that 

the lines of curvature of either surface correspond to the asymp- 

tatic lines of the other. 

4. From the equation (52), (53) we also obtain that 

dx2 -v dy2 +- dz2 dx2 _»_dy2 dzjj* , 

dxdx^ + dydy -4- dzdz^ = 0. 

Hence we have the theorem: On two aé-y^^^nt minimal surfaces at 

points corresponding with parallelism of tangent planes the tan¬ 

gents to corresponding curves are perpendicular. 

5. We have obtained a family of surfaces applicable on 

a given minimal surface. We will now show that a minimal surface 

which is applicable on a minimal surface is a member of its 

associate family. Let 

ds2 =r (1 4U v)2 

be the linear element of the given minimal surface 

Then the linear element of an arbitrary minimal surface £ 

applicable to £ is of the form 

ds* = ( , + L 

In order that the second surface be applicable upon the 

first it is necessary that 

\ = f (u,v), 

V1 " V (u,v)# 

But 
A* 

bjp 
> u. 

ttu. 

àdi ^ 3 u- 
JAC -f » ^ JAS 

i 

4M tX*J - 
• i 

5_y 
* Cc a*«- W 

à </ 2'r ) MA 
d’ U. 

9J L 

» V > y 
Hence 

*Jt - o 
9 J 

✓ ■> V 

That is, either u, is a function of u alone and v, a function 



of v alone since i=- o . 
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a V* aJt - ./> Tt 9 v -*- f-J a ^ 

The alternatives are effectively the same; so we take 

U* — U><WJ / ^ (U ( §f) I 1 / I 9 J 

and then # , 

, , fi*» ■*-*'* ?.tV «-t* 
a *■ 

Taking the logarithms of both sides and operating with } 

we find . . 
I _ y; y 

(•+** t') x ” ( i f v-j 

that is, 

4 du dv 4 du^ dv^^ 

(1 + uv)2 ^l-fa^)2 

This equality expresses the fact that the arc elements in 

the spherical representations, are the same; and so the spherical 

representations are either equ&l to one another or symmetrical. 

But since by hypothesis un is a function of u these représenta 

tions are equal, and consequently by proper orientation of the 

second surface we may take 

t,-*, a. 
=r ^ 

that is, ux - u, V! ’ v* 

«V • Then Ï (u,; 9iV = 

Hence 
â eu; ÿ j n 

JR»J ~ - constant 

say where ^ is a constant. That is, 

-r-~ 1 ? r~ 
- J2, S (W 1 J 

- i ^ .r 
- jt £<rJ. 

> 
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IX. Minimal Surfaces Under Assigned Conditions 

1. 0Qe of the most important problems in the theory of 

minimal surfaces is that suggested by Lagrange: To determine 

a minimal surface analytic or with certain specified discontinuities 

passing through a given closed curve. Plateau has in some cases 

into a solution of liquid glycerine. 

It is clear that a mathematical solution of the problem 

requires the solution of a partial differential equation of the 

second order. If the surface is to be given in the parametric 

form we must determine our functions to satisfy 

If the surface is to be obtained in the explicit form z = f(x,y) 

the problem requires the solution of the equations 

Now, in regaid to the solution of partial differential 

equations of the second order we have Cauchy's fundamental existence 

function z ^ f(x,y) passing thru this curve, tangent at each 

point to a given tangent plane* and satisfying the partial differ 

ential equation 

F(x,y,z,p,q,r,s,t) * 0 

provided that along the given curve 

solved this problem experimentally by plunging the given contour 

ED"- 2FD* 4GD- 0 

z r » • 

theorem which states a simply closed (analytic) curve 

tg - j ^ exists a unique (analytic) 

(54) 

* We suppose that the direction cosines of the tangent plane are 

given by , which are analytic functions. 
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We 6ee then that there exists a unique (analytic) minimal _ 

surface passing through a given curve/provided that this curve 

Is not a minimal curve, for the expression on the left-hand mem¬ 

ber reduces in the case of minimal surfaces to 

(1 4 F^-) dx2 4. 2 pq dx dy 4- (1 4- q2) dy2 

* dx2 +- dy2 4 dz2 

since dz - p dx 4- q dy. 

2. It is not difficult to determine the equation of the 

minimal surface passing through a given curve and having a given 

tangent plane at each point along the curve^ if we use the formulas 

of Schwarz. 

We consider the minimal surface defined by equations (52) 

and its adjoint defined by (53). By means of the equations (44) 

it is easy to show that 

n *< .5^“’ -± „ VP- i l't, *<•»", 
1 ) 2l 
4> 

& 
/ ~ tu' ~ 2 * 
<*■ 1 

- i J ( ' 
h) 

v /^- >Hû) A<i = { j 11+1 

4> % ' u. 
__ ^ - _ c J 

J " \ I hy *) yL' ' - l /-i y) *K • „ 
M- 3 * (“) 

J4 f Ji* 

. J j “/ *<« o *>*"- re'* *'■' 
^ . M-'i- t CM*. 'I +l[l I - 

+ j/( •>*"* 

. “> y/w >rip
<“,Jj‘^< 

*Vtw = A/u/l . c \ H »*- ' 

and similar expression hold for Ug, n, V , v Hence 
2 2 

, -, r*<“\ Je c 1 ? **3) J‘- 
\M 3) » ✓ j 4 

ftow> 
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( . tfaC“' \T(*< L i —i (a>i I cl oi 
JLÜ((U.) - X(* M 4- ^ -* ^ * 

xvy> -*<«,*>- i- j "l* •*> >5'" ~1 («,«>* 

3 0**1= y^A) ,-i Jair<“ '<) r“ 

a v (.►} -_ I* ^ A J^-FA*, t£*vJ-■!(“,«) ^ J C,a
J 

A U^VU) ^ j{“> A) A t / A) >0. 

» v,w -- l(*S' 
-i irK * <“'l7) J<s- 

These are the equations of Schwarz. They are commonly 

written in another form since the usual derivation is carried out 

with indefinite integrals. 

3. Now in our problem we suppose x - x( > ), 

y = y ( > ), z^-z (> ) are the analytic functions 

defining the curve. We let JT - CA) ^^ JL - ^24 \) 

be the analytic functions expressing the given direction of the 

normal to the desired minimal surface at each point of the curve. 

The equations 

« 

u 
J f (s-J 
^ V 

> CUJ 

2 VjLVJ - * ( V) - i 

"h ^ -V t 

A V y) - ■ÿiw t l /Hs r«-j O' 

- ilu) i 

P- V^»A) ^ - c ) * A I <-** 
^ 1 

J4 ^ 
U< 

b A 

define the analytic function U^, Ug> O3, V^, V^, to be used 

in the expressions for the minimal surface. 
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We say that the surface 

XKi;)' Â_<K> + 
d 

i i“|i « 
L V _ 

y(u ►) , SI“M5W _ i / '( 3x-" ÿ 7^\ f> <~J } <*■*, 
i. 
1* 

a**-J — C°«J ) J 
- X-~'dl J 4 

(55) 

it*S> - i4-/ 

isthe required one. For in the first place it is seen by placing 

u ^ v - ^ the surface passes thru the given curve. The 

fundamental quantities in which we are interested are by computation 

E - G - D* ^ 0, 

so that the surface is minimal. Moreover, the direction cosines of 

the normal along the given curve are 

~£i» W . 

. In particular, if the curve is real and we are considering, 

only real sheets of the surface we take v conjugate to u then 

the formulas (55) can be written as 

L ^ - K [xC*J 

— / * tH- rt , ~ÎTcafJ^)C 

J r ft ^ J ^ -[irc;à> 
a * 

> -ô - -iLotJ J ^J 
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